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of Burgers through the fire
of a live concert before broiling it
for the last time in the studio.
(And Jorma Kaukonen’s father is there to write about it.)

I I J!

by Jorma Kaukonen, Sr.

Photos: Bruce Steinberg
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music of Burgers "new
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and claulc . . . and
original Kaukonen.’
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T T ot Tuna is getting ready to
dplay a gig. The dressing room
is crowded—filled to capacity with
people, equipment, instrument
cases, guitars and basses all in a
row against the wall, electric vio
lins on a table—the big amplifiers
and the drums are already onstage.
People mill around. Some sit on
overstuffed chairs and sofas—
dangerous with springs on the verge
of protrusion. There is a washtub
full of ice and beer, a bottle of Wild
Turkey and one of Southern Comfort for those who need that suste
nance, and the air is redolent with
the fragrance of the time and
place—San Francisco in 1972, a
month or so before the release of
Hot Tuna's latest album. Burgers

(on the Jefferson Airplane's Grunt
label).
The electric onstage Tuna test:
Hot Tuna has been in the Wally
Heider studios working on Burgers
for weeks now and the album,
which features five great new pieces
by Jorma Kaukonen as well as
some traditional blues given the
unique Hot Tuna treatment, is well
on the way. This benefit gig is Hot
Tuna’s way of editing the sound
they’ve already put on tape in the
studio. To play their music—old
and new—to their friends in a place
where the sound is good and the at
mosphere warm is their way of test
ing creativity. In a gig like this,
Jorma Kaukonen—composer of
“Highway Song,” “99 Year Blues,”

I

“Sea Child,” "Water Song,” “Ode
to Billy Dean.” “Sunny Day
Strut"—and his fellow musicians
interact with an audience which
knows them and their music. After
the gig is over they can consider the
interaction, and this may be reflect
ed in changes here and there the
next day in the studio.
Get the motor going: Some of the
people in the dressing room are rec
ognizable as family, friends, and
functionaries of the musicians
who—it goes without saying—are
Jorma Kaukonen. guitarist and
singer; Jack Casady. bass; Papa
John Creach. electric violin: and
Sammy Piazza on drums. Many of
the others are just admirers who
somehow surmount the obstacles of
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rent-a-cops and miscellaneous
guards to insinuate themselves into I
this warm, stuffy, crowded room so
they can hear the musicians warm
up for their concert. How they do
this—some of them concert after \
concert—is a mystery.
In a comer which has somehow
materialized out of the dressing ■
room’s chaos. Jorma plugs his gui- •
tar into a small, portable amplifier i
and. in a gradually developing <
series of finger-busting licks, begins |
to warm up. He plays a bit of ”Wa- I
ter Song.” that elegiac Kaukonen |
original, and then moves easily into I
“True Religion.’’ Jack Casady
plugs his bass into the amplifier. I
and the two begin to play in that
uniquely complementary way
which put Jefferson Airplane into !
flight and which created Hot Tuna.
The surge of chamber music:
Papa John tunes his fiddle and
unobtrusively joins his colleagues,
his wailing glissandoes muted be
cause his amplification device is on
the stage. Sammy finds a naugahyde covered chair and begins to
drum on it—a soft patter—and the j
four are on their way — playing
freely, beautifully—following Jor
ma as he takes them through the
Burgers music they are going to
play that evening. This is what the
people in the crowded dressing
room have been waiting for —
contemporary chamber music—
vital and compelling—with a quali
ty of its own. as appealing in its
way as the full-fledged, amplified
concert to follow.
The moment comes. The warm
up is complete. A previous group
has removed itself, and Hot Tuna
takes the stage. The people in the
dressing room follow and find
places in the wings or behind the
amplifiers or the screen on which
the light show is projected. There is
an explosion of sound; and Hot
Tuna begins with that magnificent
blues. “Let Us Get Together Right |
Down Here.”
How it all began: No one seems to I
realize it. but Hot Tuna is old
enough to be the Jefferson Air
plane's grand-daddy. The group be
gan with Jorma and Jack who were
bom in Washington. D.C. and grew
up as neighbors in the Northwest.
Chevy Chase section. Jorma’s fa
ther was a diplomat and govern
ment functionary, and his mother
was a school teacher. Jack’s father
was a dentist.
Jorma began to study music at a
very early age—his first instrument
the piano; Bach being one of the
first composers he came to know
and play. He soon turned, however,
from the piano to the guitar. Jack
too received instruction for a time

________

Pappa John Creach tunes his fiddle and
unobtrusively joins his colleagues in a backstage jam, his wailing glissandoes muted be
cause his amplification device is on the stage.

Jorma Kaukonen, Jr.: In a corner which has
somehow materialized out of the dressing
room chaos, Jorma plugs his guitar into al
small, portable amplifier and begins to warm!
up.
-
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Jack Casady, Jorma’s childhood friend, was
his first professional musical partner. The two
teenagers faced their debut performance to
gether with an eight-watt Heathkit amplifier
put together by Casady’s father.

now doing more original material.
Jorma’s writing it, and it’s good,
and that’s what happened in our

latest record.”
And Jorma says, “It’s all evolv
ing—an extension of everything
that’s gone on before. I’m getting
more productive. And so are we all.
We’re writing more songs, but there
is a lot of traditional stuff we will
always want to play. Our devel
opment is natural and not forced;
and I think we work well together
because playing music is what we
like to do more than anything
else.”
Meanwhile, back at the gig: The
music that Jack loves to make
swirls off the stage and grabs the
audience’s enthusiasm. Their re
sponse is physical—dancing, indi
vidual, unbound, occasionally ec
static. The sound is palpable and
overall, reaching mind and spirit
and viscera. They play “Ode For
Billy Dean,” Jorma’s moving trib
ute to Billy whose life lasted twen
ty-four years, one month and six
days. It is a keening lament for a
boy who:
. . . used to think wherever I

Jorma's Father
he writer who followed Hot
Tuna into the dressing room
for the accompanying article has a
unique perspective on the group.
He’s lead guitarist Jorma Kaukonen’s father—Jorma Kaukonen, Sr.
How does the dignified former diplomat feel about fathering a
long-haired hippy musician? Mr.
Kaukonen recalls that his first re
action was none too sympathetic.
“It was to the effect that, ‘son,
some of this music is pretty good
and you play it pretty damned well,
but this is no way to make a living.
No way. Not in our family.’ ”
Why doesn’t he study archae
ology? Jorma, Sr. reports that his
son’s addiction to the guitar never
ceased to make him queasy. “On a
day when Jorma Jr. had played the
guitar for seven or eight hours, I re
member saying, ‘Put that god
damned guitar down now, and get
on with your studies.’ It is clear
that Jorma did not always pay at
tention to these admonitions. I re
member another reaction. I was
stationed in Sweden at the time,
and Jorma was playing in the Bay
area to favorable critical notice.
Jorma wrote us in Stockholm to
ask what the prospects were in
Scandinavia for a musician. My re-

sCBQdJS

action—perhaps typical for my gen
eration and rather stuffy profes
sion—was to the effect that I didn’t
think music gave you very much of
a livelihood in Scandinavia unless
you got into the Royal Con
servatory, and that wasn’t easy to
do. Jorma answered tartly to the
effect that he was already a musi
cian, and didn’t need any extra
training at the Royal Conservatory,
thank you.” When Jorma and sev
eral friends came to Sweden des
pite his father’s advice and played
in coffee houses and cabarets. Mr.
Kaukonen admits that he and his
■ wife “were pleased and proud, but
qualifiedly. ‘If only,’ we used to say
to each other, ‘he would get on with
his studies.’ ”
Jorma’s stubborn musical obses
sion seems to be the natural fruit of
his family tree. Says his dad,
‘‘Both father and mother are music
lovers. On the mother’s side of the
family there were great singers. On
the father’s side, a great grand
father played and sang for country
dances in Finland.” But despite
their musical heritage, Jorma’s
parents did not want to see their
son sacrifice himself on the altar of
professional musicianship.
The Jefferson what? When plans

were being hatched for the creation
of the Jefferson Airplane, the older
Kaukonens still couldn’t swallow
their son’s peculiar ideas. “I
thought the name was silly,” de
clares Jorma’s father, “and won
dered whether the men in the group
had to let their hair grow so long.
For the aging, it was a time when a
crewcut seemed the only proper re
sponse to God’s word. Then came
the first Airplane album. We liked
it, but weren’t quite sure why. Sur
realistic Pillow was better.”
Once Jorma’s dedication to his
music and life-style paid off, his fa
ther became one of young Kaukonen’s most avid fans. Jorma Sr.
turned up at Jefferson Airplane and
Hot Tuna concerts everywhere
from Winnipeg to Washington, and
finally gathered hours of interview
tapes, carefully analyzed his son’s
songs, and constructed Hot Tuna’s
official biography for Grunt
Records. He may have criticized
Jorma Jr.’s addiction to rock and
blues in the beginning, but in the
end Jorma’s father caught the habit
himself. “Once at a gig in New
York,” he reports, “a nice young
lady asked me what’s a nice old fel
low like you doing in a place like
this.”
•
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wandered
I never would ever, ever come to
woe.
But, living, Jorma sings
. . . is with us, until it’s gone
And once it has left us, the leav
ers don’t know.
What magnificent blues—new
and classic and original Kaukonen.
Billy Dean doesn’t know, but his
friends remember.
They go on to another Kaukonen
original — “Sea Child”—a gentle,
introspective song—a followup per
haps to his “Three Weeks At The
Chelsea”—a personal moment put
to words and music:
Daily games run off like waler,
falling down like summer rain.
We see each other in confusion,
and wonder why we came today.
Sitting lonely in our prison, look
ing out for ways to say
What we mean without con
fusion, in a less uncommon way

With the audience still dancing,
Hot Tuna swerves into:

Rolling down the highway, living
in the spring,
Raining somewhere down the
road, that don’t mean a thing.
Keep moving down the highway.
Skies ahead don’t look so grey.
Don’t look back, till you get
home.
Don’t worry about tomorrow,
Won’t let it bring me sorrow . . .
Perhaps there is a message here.
Satchel Paige may have had the
same idea some years before Jorma
wrote his song. “Don’t look back,”
the good Satchel said, “Somebody
might be gaining on you.”
Past the midnight hour: Then, af
ter three wordless songs that swing
unaccountably from sadness to joy.
Hot Tuna grinds into the abrasive
toughness of “99 Year Blues:”
Bring me my pistol, three round
balls.
I’m going to shoot everybody I
don’t like at all.
Like at all,
Like at all. . .

If the weed aint no good, and you
still feel sad,
Take a walk downtown, you aint
doin so bad.
Not at all.
Not at all.
Hot Tuna round out their set
with the gritty shuffle of “Keep On
Truckin’ ” and “True Religion,”
but the audience won’t let them
leave the stage. Spurred on by wave
after wave of applause, they wail
their way across the borderline of
midnight and far into the badlands
of the pre-dawn morning. Finally,
at four or is it five o’clock, it all
comes to an end. The guitar, the
fiddle, the drums and the bass are
put away and abandoned for the
night. The music becomes a memo
ry that melts in the warmth of
sleep. But the fiery riffs forged in
the concert’s heart refuse to dis
appear. One day later, in the cool
rooms of Wally Heider’s studio,
they are blended with the bluesy
meat of an LP soon to be known as
Burgers.
•

Revival, my ass!
There's a lot of talk these days about
the return to true rock and roll.
From critics, kids and deejays.
Well, head your heads toward NRBQ,
the New Rhythm & Blues Quintet.
You see, they never let go of it.
,
Rock and roll.
i
In spite of psychedelia and
1
Altamont and the country sound,
NRBQ has been there afl along,
rocking right on through.
N RBQ has a new album, “Scraps” with 14 songs
to clear your head and get your blood pumping.
Welcome back, NRBQ is waiting for you.
On Kama Sutra Records.
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We’re not
the only ones
talking about
Electro Harmonix^^
Vol. IV No. 14

THE ROCK CULTURE NEWSPAPER

CRITICALLY SPEAKING____________

N.Y.C. 35C

Amazing Little Boxes
by Peter Stampfel

A few months ago I saw an ad in
Crawdaddy! for the Electro Harmonix
Corporation, a New York firm which
makes amazing little boxes and a fine
portable amplifier. Our band, the
Rounders, has been standing in great
need of these exact things and since
the advertising copy looked so inter
esting, we decided to check them out.
They did have indeed just the thing
for us—the Big Muff. The Big Muff is
the finest fuzz-sustain-distortion box I
have as yet been a witness to. It has
three dials instead of the customary
two and the extra one isn’t just window
dressing. You can adjust the Big Muff
to play whole chords. An ordinary fuzz
can only do a single note; play more
than one note and you get
garbage noise. The Big Muff
delivers sweet dirty notes
with that clear light clarity.
A musical boon! Jimi Hen
drix used one. Who can blame

him? No blame. It costs more than the
average fuzz. It is more than an average fuzz. They also make an average
fuzz which gives the sort of distorted
sounds tube amps from the 40’s and
50’s gave.
These folks also make an excellent
portable amplifier which should be on
the market about now. It’s going to be
called the Hendrix or Clapton (we
suggested Beck) Freedom Amplifier
(amplified freedom! Right on!) and
it’s small, light, powerful, and plays for
a couple hundred hours on a battery
pack which is repackable. It sounds
great and is really loud; it kicks a
whole bunch of ass. Besides which,
it is so well engineered that it’s a na
tural for recording. It doesn’t
have the hum an ordinary
amp has. Boon in the studio.
To top it all off, it’s reason
ably priced.

BIG MUFF
IT-

S-WS •_ etectro-harmonix

Cl-601
• 15 Wcst 26th Street, New York, New York 10010
LOurii^Cp?a?erSwhSaknow? Please ship: Factory wired Complete kit
’. Big Muff •
'

$39.95---------------- $26.95

Enclosed is a total check for $
Ship C. O. D.
Please place me on your new products announce
ment mailing list at no charge.

(Also available at your ’ Name----retail music store.)
’ Address—

City.

10 CIRCUS

-State.

Zip.

Well, without a doubt CIRCUS
is the best magazine for good qual
ity photographs, but that's where
it ends. I think your articles are
directed to 14-year-olds. And
14-year-olds don’t like anything
more sophisticated than David
Cassidy and the Osmond kiddies.
At one time I would have said a
combination of CIRCUS artwork
and ROLLING STONE literature
would have been fabulous. But
within the last two years ROLLI N G S T O N E has gotten so
“pseudo”—it makes me ill. And the
groups they talk about are so boring
1 can’t believe it. At least CIRCUS
still talks about the big people like
the Beatles and Stones, and Kinks,
and Procol Harum. and Who. What
I’m bitching about is the last two
issues of Circus have been fair to
o.k. After the great coverage you
did with Paul's Ram last year I
expected a great follow up with
Wings and “Give Ireland Back To
The Irish.” but got nothing. Also,
how come the quality of your post
ers is so horrible when the quality
of your other photos is so good? You
know I'd love a brand new tasteful
shot of Paul McCartney. Not that
arty-trash-flash crap you did with
the John & Yoko poster. Number
two: why do you only print letters
from the minds of two-year-olds? I
mean you’re still printing love let
ters to Jim Morrison. Come on. I
mean when somebody writes to tell
you you printed a George Harrison
photo with the negative reversed
and “how could you be so stupid." I
mean why bother answering those
morons.
Allen
Syracuse. New York
Editor's note: If you pin down your
complaints by mentioning the arti
cles that bugged you and why. then
make a few suggestions about how
to improve on them, you might be
sowing the seeds of some valuable
ideas in our heads. Why not write a
more extensive letter on what you
think Circus ought to be like? We'd
appreciate it.

Just writing in to say I thought
the article in the April issue on
King Crimson was very good and
informative. Eric Van Lustbader
expressed much feeling for the
whole deal and related Robert

r

Send letters to
Letters to tlie Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y. 10017

Fripp’s ideas and feelings perfectly.
I feel there should be many more
articles as good and as complete as
that was. T’he Family article was
also very good. Only one complaint
of any importance. I think the
magazine should concentrate on
only one types of music, meaning,
the magazine should cover thor
oughly the underground, and leave
the top forty groups for some other
magazine. Certainly John Mc
Laughlin and Redbone don’t mix. I
hope you get my point. Oh. one
more thing—you miss a lot of good
records in reviewing. Such as
the Spotlight Kid by Captain
Beefheart. Dave Mason's Head
keeper. T'he Velvet Underground’s
Loaded, the Mother’s Fillmore al
bum, plus others. Maybe I II write
in and review them myself. Thanks
for listening to all my complaints.
Paul
West Haven. Connecticut

Editor's note: HVi.v so closed mind
ed? There are people icho like both

Red bone and -John M cLauahlin,
no! to mention Vivaldi and Beetho
ven.

JUST ANOTHER GUY MAKING A
BUCK?_____________________
T'he image given Rod Stewart in
the March issue of Circus in an ar
ticle by Peter Buckley is amusing.
In this day and age of so called
awareness I can see in youngsters
more and more what was criticized
in adults. Stewart should think a
little before he throws a word like
hypocrite around, because it s wag
ging right beneath his nose. Sure, he
may love to have money, but why
wouldn’t he want music mags to
print it? Hero of the people, huh?
Right down in the gutter nitty grit
ty. huh? He should listen to the
words when he sings handbags and
gladrags.
I don’t think Mr. Stewart is out
rageous at all, he’s only parroting
what people have done for ages and
ages: been poor, made money, then
flashed it around to balm their ego.
because that’s all they have. He
doesn’t seem either intelligent or
sensitive at all, otherwise he would
be more hip to people than to
things which is not the impression I
got from the article. If Mr. Stewart
didn't have superb musicians back-

ing him up he’d be playing soccer
right now.
He seems not at all hip to what’s
really happening, not at all creative
(in his own right) or sensitive, but
just another guy making a buck.
All that glitters is not gold, nor
do long hair and flashy clothes
make a freak. Just because some
one can climb on a stage means
nothing as far as music goes.
Barbara Huot
(no address)
FANCY WORDS AND ELP__________
I have been reading your maga
zine fora while, and I think it is the
best in its field. But your April is
sue really burned me up. This Ed
Kelleher guy is nuts!
True my favorite group is ELP.
but what he said is irre levent to the
content of the album. I have never
heard Mussorgsky’s version of
“Pictures,’’ but that doesn't mat
ter: what does, however, is that the
album is refreshing, original, great
and flawless. I am sure if Mus
sorgsky were alive today he would
not look at how the group has
played it but how they have hon
ored him just by doing it! Not many
rock stars care for the classics but
ELP has made an exception.
I also think Ed has gone over a

Not all of Delaney ©Bonnie’s friends
are on black vinyl

I

And so, the youth of Ames
And thousands of screeching
| NE day, a friend of
and a googol more like them ran
_____ [Delaney & Bonnie’s youths showed up to stomp
out to hear Delaney & Bonnie
and howl to “Move ’Em Out,”
decided to do them a favor.
play with the likes of John
“Superstar,’’“Only Y ou Know
“Why, I make everyone
Hartford, Jim Gordon, Merry
a friend"of the happy couple,” and I Know,” “Big Change
Comin”’and all the other tunes Clayton and Billy Preston.
------ .
he said.
All on one new Columbia
in Delaney & Bonnie’s
album, “D & B Together.”
new album.
<
“Oh well,” said the friend
But hoping to gig, they got
who got the scheme rolling,
the
jig
instead.
v1
Said Delaney, “We love y’all, “I guess all this wasn’t
necessary.”
but we already got some good
And as the Bramletts said
friends in our band.”
about “D & B Together,” “It’ll
So before the group played
make all our friends happy.”
in Ames, Iowa (or thereabouts)
Mjxy£Bonn/e
i
he tacked up signs that read,
ana .Friends
/
^'together
/
“Bring your ax and jam along....
We can all be friends
of Delaney & Bonnie.”
KC31377

On Columbia Records

few of our heads with his fancy
words. What is pyrotechnic? And 1
would agree that ELP is justified in
using certain parts of the piece
—after all, the whole thing is just
training for‘the group who only’ put
out their first album together nine
months ago.
He also better get his Yes
straight, because ’‘Cans and
Brahms” is a piece done by' Wake
man. entirely by himself. Tell me.
Ed. I have no idea how long ago
Brahms died, but couldn’t he be
said to have been ripped-off?
Mike McLean
Toronto, Canada

CONTINUING CONTROVERSY:
BEATLES vs. STONES______________
This is in reference to the letter
written by Mario Mazz (March ’72).
I don’t see how you can say those
things about the Beatles when they
made the Rolling Stones what they
are today! I happen to like the
Rolling Stones, but they are shit
compared to the Beatles. The
Beatles are the biggest group that
ever hit the music business. They
were England’s biggest source of in-

come in the 1960’s. The Beatles as
a group could top the Rolling
Stones any day. Even on their own
they’re better. The Stones can’t
produce anything decent unless
they’re all together. (Jamming with
Edward isn’t hitting hard in the
charts).
If it wasn’t for the Beatles. The
Rolling Stones would never have
existed. They copied the Beatles
every' step of the way. Read “Len
non Remembers” where John talks
about Mick and the Stones, how ev
ery Stones album was inspired by a
Beatles album. The whole Stones
thing was a copy, and copies are
never as good as the originals.
“I Want to Hold Your Hand”
sold over four million copies world
wide, so I wouldn’t exactly’ call it
junk. Think twice before you cut
down such a great group.

Print this so other people can
give their opinions.
A Bea tie Fan
Saratoga, California

I m writing this letter in response
to a letter from Mario Mazz in the

March issue about the so-called
Beatle battle.

Who took away his rattler and
teddy bear? He's uptight about the
remark Ringo made about “the
Beatles were always bigger than
the Stones.” I’ve got some news for
him. THE BEATLES ALWAYS
HAVE BEEN AND ALWAYS
WILL BE BIGGER AND BET
TER THAN THE STONES!!!
There are so many ways that the
Beatles outdid the Stones that I
could never begin to count them all.

Just look at it this way, Mario, if
the Stones ever did split, do you
honestly think that Jagger could do
even half as good as Lennon? Or
Richards as good as McCartney?
Or Watts as good as Harrison? Or
Taylor as good as Starr? I just
don’t think so. As for the Beatles
when they were together, they al
ways topped the Stones in every
thing they did because THEY ARE
BETTER!!!
I’d give you a million Stones for
one adorable George. . .
Debbie Haley
Lexington. Kentucky

Introducing D.C.&T.
Unlike most new solo artists,
David Clayton-Thomas made three
albums with Blood, Sweat & Tears.
The voice that sang“ You’ve
Made Me So Very Happy,’’“Spinning
Wheel,”“God Bless the Child,’’“And
When I Die,’’“Lucretia Mac Evil,’’
“Go Down Gamblin’ ” belongs to
David Clayton-Thomas.
His voice, and feel, have
influenced a lot of singers and groups
since he arrived from Canada to join
Blood, Sweat & Tears.
And, the fact that he’s on his own
now, has the following significance:
Steve Cropper, Joe Osborn,Larry
Knechtel, Russ Savakus, Patrice
Holloway ,Clydie King.Vanetta Fields,
’Melissa Mackay, among others, back
up that great voice for the first time.
Plus occasional strings. Horns. A flute
quartet. And even a few B,S&T’s
(Dick Halligan and Bobby Colomby).
It’s an album that David
Clayton-Thomas has wanted to make
for years. So if you’ve enjoyed any of
his three previous albums, don’t miss
his solo debut.

On Columbia Records •>> andTapes
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Hot Tuna:
Jorma Kaukonen,guitars and lead vocals
Jack Casady, bass, vocals and eyebrow
Papa John Creach, violin and vocals
Sammy Piazza, drums, tympani, other percussion and vocals
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A
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ECT TUNA

national scenes
(Note: "C<ioncert" indicates site for appea
—i chosen at press timi
ance had not been
Check yourr local pa
•aper for location.)

■

MA'
AY 26
Concert — DETROIT (Mobile)
ALASKA

NEW YORK

ALL MONTH
Joan's Guest House — 117 Tinker Street,
Where all the rock stars and filmmakers stay
(Woodstock)
MAY 18
Carnegie Hall — VAN MORRISON (NYC)
MAY 22-28
Carnegie
. aegie Hall—CHICAGO (NYC)
MAY 30-31
Coi•ncert—GRASS ROOTS (NYC)
JUNE 1
ROCK FLOWERS (White
Civic Center
Plains)

,.5^

MA'
AY 24
Concert — CANNED HEAT (Anchorage)
ARKANSAS

™AY 18
MA'
Concert — DETROIT (Little Rock)
MAY 28
Barton Coliseum
GUESS WHO (Little
Rock)
COLORADO
MAY 22
Concert — McKENDREE SPRING (Colorado
Spring)
MAY 26
Concert — PETER YARROW (Denver)
MAY 26
Concert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Denver)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MAY 16
Constitution
Hall
VAN
MORRISON
(Washington)
MAY 20
Cellar Door
DAVE BROMBERG (Washington)
JUNE 1
JFK Center — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Wash
ington)

FLORIDA

JERRY LA CROIX &
JUNE 2
Madison Square Garden — ROCK FLOWERS (NYC)
NE 2
State University
’
BONNIE RAITT (Alny)
INE 14
BLOOD,
Central Park
SWEAT AND
:ARS (N'lYC)
JNE 23
Carnegie Hall — DAN HICKS-HOT LICKS
(NYC)
JUNE 23
Concert — McKENDREE SPRING (Buffalo)

MAY 24
Cor
•ncert — ALICE COOPER (Jacksonville)
MAY 25
Cor
•ncert — ALICE COOPER (Pensacola)
MAY 25
Cot
•ncert — ALICE OOPER (Tampa)
MAY 27
Cor
•ncert — ALICE COOPER (Hollywood)
MAY 28
ALICE COOPER (Orlando)
Concert
JUNE 3
Sportsatorium — GUESS WHO (Hollywood)

GEORGIA

MAY 19
Junior College — MOTHER'S FINEST (Albany)
MAY 20
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Ma
con)
MAY 23
Corincert — ALICE COOPER (Tipton)
MAY 27
Cor
•ncert — DETROIT (Macon)
JUI
JNE 1
Concert — MOTHER'S FINEST (Atlanta)
HAWAII

CALIFORNIA
MAY 15
Concert — McKENDREE SPRING (Long
Beach)
MAY 17
Concert — McKENDREE SPRING (Sacramento)
MAY 23-28
lour — MELANIE (Los Angeles)
TroubadCw.
MAY 26
Concert — GUESS WHO (Anaheim)
JUNE 2-17
GRASS ROOTS (Anaheim)
Disneyland
JUNE 4
Paladium — B. B. KING (Oakland)
JUNE 9
Concert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Oakland)
NE 9
B. B. KING (Oakland)
Concert

MAY 29
•ncert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Honolulu)
Cor

ILLINOIS

MAY
Coi•ncert — DAN HICKS (Chicago)
MAY 18
BLOOD, SWEAT
Auditorium Theatre
AND TEARS (Chicago)
M aTicc^s Revisited — BOBBY BLUE BAND

(Chicago)
MAY 19
BULLET (Chicgo)
Concert
MAY 23
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Chicago)
INDIANA

Concert — KRIS KRISTOFFERSON (Berk-

Knotts Farm — LINDA RONSTADT (Buena
Park)
JUNE 30
PROCOL HARUM
Community Theatre
(Berkley)
ALABAMA
MAY 19
Auburn

University
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MELANIE (Auburn)

JUNE 28
Ritz Theater — HOWLIN-WOLF (Indianapo
lis)
LOUISIANA

MAY 19
Cor
•ncert — DETROIT (Alexandria)
MAY 20
Cor
•ncert — DETROIT (Shreveport)
MAY 21
Cor
•ncert — DETROIT (Monroe)

MAY 23
Concert — DETROIT (Thibodaux)
MAY 23
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Rus
ton)
MAY 24
Concert — DETROIT (Abbeville)
MAY 31
(Lake
GUESS
WHO
Civic
Center
Charles)

MARYLAND

MAY 19
Civic Center — JAMES GANG (Baltimore)
MAY 22
Shady Grove
ROCK FLOWERS (Baltimore)
JUNE 2
U.S. Naval Academy — IKE & TINA TURNER (Annapolis)
MASSACHUSETTS

V

MAY’ 18
Or•pheum
f
Aquarius — JEFF BECK (Boston)
MAY 19
Orj
rpheum Theatre
VAN MORRISON
(Bost
;ton)

MICHIGAN

*

MAY 19
Ford Theatre — BLOOD, SWEAT AND
TEARS (Detroit)
MAY 26
Concert — FIVE MAN ELECTRICAL BAND
(Saginaw)
MAY 26
Concert — MC-5 (Midland)

Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Flint)
JUNE 19-24
ROBERTA FLACK (DeFisher Theatre
troit)

MINNESOTA
MAY 19
Concert —
MAY 20

ELTON JOHN

(Minneapolis)

GUESS WHO (Duluth)

MISSOURI

OKLAHOMA

MAY 20
Concert — JEFF BECK (St. Louis)
JUNE 15
Municipal Auditorium
JETHRO
(Kansas City)

JUNE 16
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Oklahoma City)
TULl

NEVADA

MAY 17
Concert — B. B. KING (Las Vegas)
MAY 18
International Hotel — CHUCK BERRY (Las
Vegas)
JUNE 17
Convention Hall
JETHRO TULL (Las
Vegas)
NORTH CAROLINA

MAY 20
Coimcert — BLUE OYSTER CULT (Fayettville)
MAY 20
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Fayettville)
OHIO
MAY 15
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Cleveland)
MAY 18
Concert — GRASS ROOTS (Dayton)
MAY 19
Public Auditorium — GUESS WHO (Cleve
land)
MAY 20
Allen Theatre — BLOOD, SWEAT AND
TEARS (Cleveland)
MAY 21
Memorial Hall — BLOOD, SWEAT AND
TEARS (Dayton)
MAY 26
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Mapie Heights)
MAY 27
Concert—BROWNSVILLE STATION (Lima)
JUNE
"IE 5
Mu<
.□sic Carnival Theatre
ROCK FLOWERS (Cleveland)
i
JUI
JNE 19
Concert — AL GREEN (Cincinnati)

OREGON
MAY 20
Armory — CANNED HEAT (Salem)
MAY 28
Concert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Portland)
JUNE 12
Coliseum — JETHRO TULL (Portland)

PENNSYLVANIA
MAY 19
Concert — SCARAB (Sharon)
MAY 19
Spectrum — JEFF BECK (Philadelphia)
MAY 20
Concert — BIGGY RAT (St. Mary’s)
MAY 20
Concert — CHAMELEON (Indiana)
MAY 21
Academy of Music
VAN MORRISON
(Philadelphia)
MAY 26
Concert — SCARAB (Pittsburgh)
MAY 26
Concert — CHAMELEON (Pittsburgh)
MAY —
27
Cor
Jncert — BIGGY RAT (Pittsburgh)
MAY
Mai
ampoint — JAMES COTTEN (Bryn Mawr)
MAY
Coi
mcert — BIGGY RAT (New Castle)
MAY 28
Coi
incert — DETROIT (Easton)
MAY 28
Coi
concert — SCARAB (McKeesport)
JNE 4
JUI
El Rio Beach — JERRY LA CROIX & WHITE
TRASH (New Castle)
JUNE 4
Concert — CHAMELEON (Pittsburgh)
JUNE 19
Concert — SCARAB (Darlington)
JUNE 23
Concert — URIAH HEEP (Pittsburgh)
RHODE ISLAND

MAY 20
Loew's Theatre — VAN MORRISON (Prov
idence)

TENNESSEE

MAY 19
Uniliversity of Tennessee — POCO (Knoxville)
MAY 19
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Memphis)
MAY 19
Concert — BLUE OYSTER CULT (Memphis)
MAY 20
Eastern Tennessee State — FIVE MAN
lohnson City)
ELECTRIC BAND (Joh
MAY 21
Mid-S<>outh Coliseum — JEFF BECK (Memphis)
JUNE 3
• Concert — AL GREEN (Memphis)
JUNE 19
Concert — KRIS KRISTOFFERSON (Mem
phis)
TEXAS
MAY 19
Concert — IKE and TINA TURNER (Dallas)
MAY 21
Concert — IKE and TINA TURNER (San
Antonio)
MAY 26
Concert — BOBBY BLUE BAND (Waco)
MAY 27
Concert — BOBBY BLUE BAND (Houston)
MAY 28
Concert BOBBY B«.UE BAND (Port Arthur)
MAY 29
Concert — BOBBY BLUE BAND (Dallas)
JUNE 8
Sam Houston Coliseum — ALLV.AN
ALLMAN CRD
BRO
THERS (Houston)
JUNE 8
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Corpus Christi)
JUNE 9
Memorial Auditorium
ALLMAN BROTHERS (Dallas)
JUNE 9
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Waco)
JUNE 10
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (San An
tonio)
JUNE 11
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Odessa)
JUNE 12
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (El Paso)
JUNE 15
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Houston)

JUNE 17
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (San Antonio)
JUNE 18
Concert — JO JO GUNNE (Dallas)
VIRGINIA
MAY 21
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Hampton)
MAY 21
Concert — BLUE OYSTER CULT (Hamp-

WASHINGTON
MAY 18
Coliseum — CANNED HEAT (Spokane)
MAY 19
Paramount Theatre — CANNED HEAT
(Seattle)
MAY 21
University of Puget Sound
CANNED
HEAT (Tacoma)
MAY 22
Central Washington University — CANNED HEAT (Ellensburg)
JUNE 11
Coliseum — JETHRO TULL (Seattle)

1

CANADA
MAY 17
Gardens — CANNED HEAT (Vancouver)
MAY 30
Concert — DETROIT (Toronto)
JUNE 1
Cave's Rest — FATS DOMINO (Vancouver)
JUNE 2
JUNE'S3eUm — JETHR0 TULL (Quebec City)

Civic Center — JETHRO TULL (Ottawa)
JUNE 4
Maple Gardens — JETHRO TULL (Toronto)
JUNE 5
Concert — DAN HICKS (Toronto)
JUNE 8
Gardens — JETHRO TULL (Edmonton)
JUNE 9
^^Stampeed — JETHRO TULL (Calgary)

Coliseum — JETHRO TULL (Vancouver)
JUNE 21
Concert
BROWNSVILLE
STATION
(Ridgetown)

^THE NUTTIEST, MOST
FANTASTIC OFFER EVER!
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GO

ILD • CRAZY
'ISANE • BESERK
^^^NUTS • BLIPPY
WITH THIS FABULOUS^'"'
SET OF 1000 DECALS
This is the zamest "buy of a lifetime"
offer. You get 1000 stick-ons in-wild,
vibrant colors that “jump with life"
under black light. Your set of
decals include 10 different mes
sage designs, printed on gum
paper, ready for you to stick on
everythingyouown. Imagine, 1000
decals with "PEACE." "LOVE,"
"ZODIAC," "ECOLOGY." "SMILE"
and MORE ... all for only $1.00.
GET DECALOMANIA - GO STICK CRAZY
Order now and get enough decals to
spread your word on letters, notebooks,
personal articles, friends or anything that
stands still long enough. Go blippy! Get
your set of decals today'

ALL 1000
FOR
ONLY

/
\

SJOO
D G&K SALES, DEPT. 105
■ 160 Bennett Ave, N.Y., N.Y.10040

I
I
' / RUSH me my set of 1000 decals now. I want to go
0 blippy right away. I understand that if I am not
»
completely thrilled, I may return the set for a full I
|| refund. I am enclosing $1.35 [$1,00 plus 35< for
postage and handling] for each set I am ordering. I
Limit 2 sets per customer.
I
no, of sets at $1.35 each.
I I want
is $
O Cash
Check Q Money Order I
I Enclosed
NAME.
I
ADDRESS
I
ALL YOUR FAVORITES • IN WILD COLOR
STATE
ZIP.
CITY.
All rights reserved.
© 1972 Canyon House.
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A TICKET TO
THE BEST SHOW
IN TOWN
how offers you the best seat in the
wJ* house, right in the comfort of your
own living-room. And the liveliest cast —
Glenda Jackson, Dustin Hoffman, David
Hemmings, Ann-Margret, Elizabeth Taylor,
Dick Cavett, Ed Sullivan, Ingmar Bergman,
Joseph Losey, Robert Altman, Tom Cour
tenay, Lenny Bruce, Jane Fonda, Donald
Sutherland, Jack Nicholson, John Garfield,
Gloria Swanson, Jules Feiffer, Karen Black,
Anthony Quinn, Pablo Picasso and Joan
Miro. They’re all currently appearing in
Show. So don’t delay. Buy your season
ticket now!

f

SHOW MAGAZINE

r
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866 U.N. PLAZA, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017
I d like a season ticket to Show,
The Magazine of Films and the Arts
12 issues—S8.00 24 issues—$15.00
Name . . .
Age

Occupation
Address . .
City
State

............................... Zip
Foreign Postage ado J5 00
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poems from our readers
WHERE WERE YOU
Where
Where
Where
Where

were you when I needed you
were you when I cared
were you when I wanted you
were you. show me where

Where were you when the sun shone
bright
And also when the day turned night
When the leaves turned the brown,
the sky grey
Where were you up to until this day
Sometimes I dream about life in a
dream
Casting away reality as it’s been
The feeling, the caring hurting are
gone
Where were you. It’s been so long.

Where were you when life was in
nocent and pure
I can’t find the answer, so please
tell me more
Where were you when life was so in
nocent and gay
Please won’t you tell me, I can’t
find the way.
Well where were you when I needed
you
Where were you when I cared
Where were you when I wanted you
Where, you tell me where.
Richard Handwerk
Bronx, New York

FOREVER TORE

In this world of yore
Society’s brainwashed
Our men to war.
The kids take dope
Our hassles soar
Is it our fault?
Not no more.
They thrust their problems
To be our chore
Cuz they can’t handle ’em
You know the score.
The crime, the pollution
Minorities and poor
Why don’t they learn
To open the door?
Forget their status
Touch their core
Instead on the platform
Being a bore.
We’re all God's children
You’ve read his lore

is CIRCUS

So please my friends
Heed the roar.
Karen Reddemann
Indianapolis. Indiana
THE BALLAD OF JOHN AND YOKO
Some people think that the Len
non’s are real freaks
Just because they seem so obscene
yet meek
Some also say they’re as nuts as
can be
I don’t know they’re just trying to
be free

Sometimes they say that they’re
really gone
Maybe it’s because life is just too
long
They always seem to have something to say
Maybe it’s because they’ve come a
long, long way

In their lyrics they show what
they’re trying to be
They want to be accepted as them
selves like you and me
Somehow I feel it’s going to be OK
Imagine all the people living for
today”
Richard Handwerk
Bronx. New York

BLOWIN HIGH IN THE WIND
I see you my friend
Blowin high in the wind
I’ve seen you before and I’ll
see you again
I see your green leaves
swaying high in the breeze
I’ve seen your mothers
dyin from disease
I’ve seen the man
Bumin you down
If that didn’t do it
You know the air would be
around
I see your life is growing
shorter in years
I don’t see your face
But I feel your tears
I know that soon your
number will be none
But when that happens
You know I’ll be gone
If people don't learn to see
your plight
Then they’ll soon be the
ones out of the fight
I see you my friend
Blowin high in the wind
I’ve seen you before

Send poems to:
Poetry Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, N. Y. 10017

and I hope to see you again.
Richard Handwerk
Bronx. New York
THOUGHTS
When you were young.
and had that place to go.
You could be alone, yet happy
You didn’t know
You could walk for endless miles
Without any worries or cares
You could feel so down
But someone would always be
there
The one thing you had so much of
just didn’t matter. Time
You couldn’t grasp the full
concept of it.
Time there was so much of it
To wish it wasn’t there
To want it to be gone so the next
Wanting wouldn’t be so long.
So you could see what the next day
would bring into your next new
days
of carelessness and curiosity
Let your mind drift to dream
about life’s way
You didn’t bother yourself with the
world’s conflicts
For it was none of your care
To sit on a sill on a hot summer
day
There was always someone else
who would be there.
When you were young and thought
about God
Wasn’t it wonderful you never
got lost.
He was the way, he was there
he was the one, you didn’t care
When you were young not more
than three
Could you feel as you do now?
Did you want to be free?
Richard Handwerk
Bronx, New York
SURVIVAL

Keep your cool
don’t be a fool
play society’s game
To get ahead
Earn lots of bread
and become just another name
The world is like
a pack of hungry dogs
waiting to rip at your flesh
That cold wind blows
and no one really knows
the feelings you have deep inside
Robert Chichosz
Walled Lake, Michigan

don't overlook these disks
Reviewing the
tastiest
records from
the bottom
of the stack

hadn’t spread themselves so thin.
Their sweet “Country Song” sings
out joy with airy flute trills against
some tight down-home boggyin’.
The seemingly effortless playing on
the springy, tropics-tinged
“Bwaata” reminds you of a mellow
Pharoah Sanders. Worth a listen if
your ears are open to this kind of
eclectic music.

Hot Tuna—Burgers (RCA)

•>

More like chopped chuck than
prime sirloin, this third helping of
Hot Tuna is unfortunately not al
ways very well done. Jorma Kaukonen, a sure entrant into hamburger
heaven, lays down some tasty, rare
guitar riffs which will make you
Wimpy with delight. Too bad that
on this MacDonald’s-thin album
(warping already, despite the
claims of those meat heads at
RCA). Papa John’s screech of a
fiddle has become much too con
voluted for Hot Tuna’s normally
straight-on style. Canned stuff
packed in the studio just can’t com
pare with the fresh, live Hot Tuna
on their first two LP’s.

McKendree Spring 3 (Decca)

I

The dude may not be old or
black, but Michael Dreyfuss sure
knows how to play some soulful
electric violin. Soaring from firm
Classical and Pop roots to budding
shoots of electronic music, his solo
on "God Bless The Conspiracy”
must stand as the outstanding vio
lin performance in the rock idiom. *
Sounds like hype? What other chin
musician can take the reverb from
his instrument and play harmonies
against it as it echoes away into si
lence? McKendree Spring seems to
be flowing in a mellow groove once
more: this effort easily ranks with
their first album, which, in case you
never heard it. is one of the great
neglected masterpieces of the last
few years.

Compost (Columbia)

Five sidemen from the green
fields of jazz spend too much of this
album trying to fertilize tired stu
dio riffs. When their garden does
bloom, their stunning musical hy
brids make you wish Compost

The Persuasions—
Street Corner Symphony (Capitol)

BO M-bom-bom-BOM. BOM
BOM. BOM BOM. BOM BOM.
doo wop she BOP. oo oo OO.
oo-oo-OO. this a cappella album’s
so fine. OO-wee-OO. harmonies so
good it’s a crime. OO-oo-OO, with
"no instruments other than the hu
man voice." the Persuasions make
this album really choice.
OO-wee-OO. their arrangements
are tighter than ever before. Their
third album will have you yellin’
for more. OO oo oo OO. OO oo oo
OO. OOOOOO!

Brinsley Schwarz — Silver Pistol
(United Artists)

Once a practitioner of the ballsy
blues. Brinsley Schwarz has gone
country with accents of John Wes
ley Harding” and “The Band.”
Bob Andrew’s sinuous keyboard
and Bill Rankins’ crunchy drums
provide sure-fire support for
Schwarz' feathery lead guitar. At
once musically derivative and lyr
ically original. Silver Pistol con
sistently hits the mark.

King Biscuit Boy—Gooduns (Para
mount)

A fresh voice gets to cookin’ with
the flour of White blues. King Bis
cuit Boy. alias Richard Newell, has
the right recipe in this potpourri of
styles. A nimble and versatile vo
calist. he has an extra special in
gredient in his hot harmonica. And
just to prove that too many cooks
don't necessarily get in the way, he
creates a spicy blend of sidemen in
cluding Larry Atamanuik of Sea
train and Rick Bell of Full Tilt
Boogie. Definitely delicious.

by Steve Ditlea

Edgar Winter’s White
Roadwork (Epic)

T rash—

Edgar Winter takes to the road,
and the trip leaves you out in the
cold. From the surly vibes they en
countered at the Apollo to the ex
cessive looseness of their playing at
the Whiskey A Go Go. White Trash
has had better moments. One solid
exception is the fine jamming on
"Rock and Roll. Hootchie Koo."
with a guest appearance by Edgar’s
big brother Johnny and the tightest
musicianship on the album. Rec
ommended only to hard-core Win
ter freaks, of which there are many.

Barry Mann—Lay It All Out (New De
sign)

Another former Top Forty song
writer bites the dust on his first
solo album. Like so many others,
this one suffers from a lack of a dis
tinctive style. Released before his
fine “Rock and Roll Lullaby.”
Mann’s first steps as a recording
artist consist of homages to the
styles of James Taylor. Carol King
and other luminaries of soft rock.
Though his light-fingered piano
work is consistent, his impressive
multi-track arrangements often
blunt the thrust of his songs. In
many ways this record is similar to
Carol King’s first effort. Writer: not
the best around, but a valuable ref
erence point for later great work.

Chris Smither—Don’t Drag It On
(Poppy)

Acoustical rock at its best. Chris
Smither’s slightly straining, some
times melancholy, but always in
fectious voice weaves through a fab
ric of crisp guitar work and subtle
arrangements. His crystal country
renditions of the Dead’s “Friend of
the Devil" and the Stones’ "No Ex
pectations" are the definitive ver
sions of two classics. Smither’s own
songs, especially the title track, are
worthy companions to the other
songwriters' works he has chosen to
include. Refreshingly smooth, clear
and fragile. Smither’s music never
drags on.
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The Secret Identity Of Harry Nilsson
Outside the studio Harry Nilsson is ill at ease. He hates to an
swer questions, hates to perform.
Does anybody know what he likes?
Sit beside the breakfast table
Think about your troubles
Pour yourself a cup of tea
Then think about the bubbles.
. . "Think About Your Troubles"
tanding in the lobby of the
k3 Hotel Navarro talking to an
operator that insists Mr. Nilsson is
not in. But . . . but . . . but . . .
Mr. Nilsson must be in. Mr. Nils
son is not in. Shortly afterwards
Hairy Nilsson appears in the lobby
explaining that there had been
heavy mid-town traffic. There are
introductions and a trip in an
elevator to a room overlooking a
barren Central Park.
Nilsson is not sure he likes doing
interviews at all. “If there’s a given
question someone wants a response
to,” Harry explains as the coffee ar
rives, “I’ll answer it. but I don’t
know if it’s relevant to the records
or the music, you know, and I don’t
want to talk about my personal life,
so basically there’s nothing to talk
about.”
Is Harry plastic? What do inter
views have to do with records?
They have very little to do with
Harry Nilsson’s records. In fact,
they have very little to do with
Harry Nilsson, who functions best
in the controlled atmosphere of a
recording studio. In his next life, he
just may come back in the form of
a piece of flat round plastic with a
label in the middle. All the while
that piece of plastic is going round
and round it will be smiling benign
ly and spouting some of the love
liest pleasantries to have appeared
in the last five years.
Pleasantries? In this time of
deep thoughts and heavily weighted
social comments, tall, lanky,
bearded and cherubic Harry Nils
son rides the crest of popularity by
making pretty, whimsical music.
“Cynicism can only take you so
far.” he points out, “you end up
without any hope, you end up with
despair.”
“I’m not saying that to be unrealis
tic about optimism. But hope pro
vides you with more reasons to con
tinue going on for a few more
years.”
The facts: The best place to start
is at the beginning. Nilsson s back
ground is for the reporter to ex-
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pound, because you won’t be getting
it from the horse’s mouth.
“I’m glad you didn’t come asking
where do you come from, how old
are you, where were you born,”
Harry admitted as the interview
was ending. “That’s what gets bor
ing. when you can say ‘look it’s in
the biography, all you have to do is
pick it up.’ then you have to sit
there and go through it again . . .
it’s not fair.”
So: just so you'll never have to
ask. here are the facts. Harry Nils
son was born just another normal
person in the middle of that fabled
borough in New York where the
tree grows: Brooklyn. All this hap
pened some time in the year 1941
(“In 1941 the happy father had a
son . . . ?’’). Years passed and Har
ry grew, in Brooklyn, grooving to
the radio and the sounds of the Ev
erly Brothers, Little Richard and
Ray Charles. (Even today, when
asked who he'd most like to see
record an album of his songs, Harry
reveals that ever since childhood
he’s wanted to hear Ray Charles
sing Nilsson . . . are you listening
Ray?)
At home with the computers: At
any rate, small Harry grew up and
moved out West, first to San Fran
cisco where he vaulted from the
lowly rank of usher to assistant
manager of a theater before moving
on to Los Angeles. Los Angeles
found our hero’ unemployed, so he
took a job in a bank working with
their computers. Years later. Harry
was to produce a TV special at
tacking a society where everyone is
forced to be the same: but he denies
that his TV show (“The Point”)
was any kind of reaction against
his alliance with the thinking ma
chines. “No.” he announces, “I like
computers.” He really must have:
he worked with them for seven
years.
While doing his computer thing.
Harry started hawking his songs
and actually selling them. Phil
Spector was one of the first people
to take notice and use the songs for
the acts he was then recording,
which included The Ronnettes and
the Modern Folk Quartet.
In 1967. Nilsson signed his first
contract with RCA Records (there
are some mysteriously old albums

floating around on other labels).
From then on the vocal chords of
this shy Brooklyn man started en
dearing themselves to us all. Admit
it. go on, think back to the first
time you ever heard him sing
“Without Her.” “One” or “Togeth
er.” Then someone at RCA put a
sticker on the front of the Aerial
B a 11 e t ( R C A ) album saying.
“Beatle John Lennon, queried on
the American pop sound, said his
favorite performer currently was
Nilsson a Coast singer on the Vic
tor label (Variety, May 1968).”
Lennon did for Harry Nilsson what
George Harrison did for Indian mu
sic. He didn’t make him better; he
just turned a couple of million
heads around. It’s a mutual admi
ration society, when asked whose
songs he would choose if he ever
recorded another album of someone
else’s work, Nilsson announces
with little or no hesitation: “The
name that comes immediately to
mind because of the quality of the
material is John Lennon." He adds
that at the time he recorded Nils
son Sings Newman (RCA) it was a
toss-up between Randy Newman
and Laura Nyro.
Social conscience confronts the
AM dial: Mr. Nilsson tells us that
his bookcase is filled with Salinger.
Kurt Vonnegut Jr., Bradbury. Mel
ville and his favorite book. Crime
And Punishment. He speaks softly
and directly, he has definite ideas
about urban renewal, and is cur
rently working on a rather com
plicated film project (“It’s a future
piece, taking place in 2015. It’s a
story of a man who’s accused of a
crime against the ‘national inter
est’ and requests a public trial—a
trial broadcast on television. The
story is about the trial and the out
come”). Then he turns around and
softly sings:

Nilsson protests that if he took
time off to let
people see his personal life,
he'd never be able to make music.

by Janis Schacht

Harry Nilsson:
In his past lurks a
relationship
that held him
tightly for seven
long years. A
relationship with
a computer!
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Harry war climbing the ladder of the m
business one step at a time until a plug f
John Lennon gave him an unexpected boi

People let me tell you about my
best friend
He's a one boy. cuddly toy. my
up. my down, my pride and joy
. . . "Courtship of Eddie's Father"
(theme)
Why this obvious absence of so
cial comment in his songs? It’s
simple. Nilsson is writing with one
ear tuned towards the AM dial. To
wards the "Nilsson sound?” No. to
wards the Top Forty Sound. "I've
always had a sort of uphill battle
getting airplay, so I can’t afford not
to put out the one that sounds most
commercial.”
When the time came for a fol
low-up single to the now popular
"Without You” (a Badfinger song),
Nilsson came up with the idea of
releasing two singles from the Vz/.sson Sch milsson album simulta
neously. His choices. "Jump Into
The Fire” and "Coconut.” were the
two tracks that received the most
play from the LP. "The thing that
made the Beatles and Sonny and
Cher happen with a big impact was
the fact that they had four records
out on different labels.” Harry ex
plained. “I think Sonny and Cher
had three records out and the Beat
les had four and it created momen
tum. In fact, everyone in the busi
ness was aware of it. but was afraid
to do it again. You can't contrive
too much. Like Moby Grape tried
to put out five but they didn’t have
five records. We legitimately feel
that we have two singles.”
Producer for a super session: Nil
sson Schmilsson is easily the
strongest album Mr. Nilsson has
ever released. It’s produced by
Richard Perry, who has been able
Photo

Chuck Pulin

to notch Barbra Streisand. Captain
Beefheart. Fats Domino. Ella Fitz
gerald and Fanny up to his credit.
The album puts the listener
through multitudes of sound mood
changes and every one is valid and
full of impact.
Nilsson produced his previous al
bum I he Point (RCA) himself, but
went back to using a producer "be
cause I just started becoming con
fused in the studio, and I needed
someone to bounce ideas off.”
Why Richard Perry? “I’ve
known him for a long time, and I
think he’s one of the best producers
in the world.” If you have some
doubt, listen to the production
quality on "Jump Into The Fire.”
"Let The Good Times Roll" and
“Coconut."
Nilsson continues. “Richard
knows much more about the board
and the studios and how to commu
nicate with engineers. He knows
the right studio to go to and the
right musicians to hire, so all those
elements were reasons to form an
association with him."
The musicians Perry hired in
cluded some of the most impressive
names in the business: Klaus Voorman, Jim Price. Jim Webb. Jim
Gordon. Herbie Flowers. Caleb
Quaye and Gary Wright. "We dis
cussed everyone, but he suggested
going to London and using Trident
Studios and Robin Calbe as the en
gineer. and people like Klaus Voorman. as soon as he mentioned the
names ..."
Hiding behind shyness: While in
London recording the album, he
filmed a TV special for the BBC.
This was quite a historic event in
the Nilsson career because it is one
of his policies not to perform. "I
haven’t felt comfortable enough
about it yet. If I ever feel comfort-
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able enough I’ll do it.” he admits.
But what about mass commu
nications? "You can communicate
to a larger audience I think through
records than you can through per
sonal appearances, with the ex
ception of television. Club dates
and concert attractions aren t a
large audience. You can commu
nicate more effectively through
records 1 think."
Then how did he live through the
trial of a television concert? "That
was without an audience. I felt
comfortable about that, it was like
a recording studio environment. It
was just a crew, and you could stop
and do retakes and over-dubs, you
know, multiple images. You could
do things which parallel the record
ing environment, but that you can t
really do onstage, you’re just out
there working for spontaneity."
And what’s wrong with
spontaneity? Is there no point to
performing live? "They're both im
portant. but they’re different occu
pations. One is performing, one is
making records. Although they
overlap in certain areas, they’re
still two separate occupations. You
know, there are good performers
and good record people. Time and
time again you’ll hear people say.
‘you’ve gotta see them live.’ Well,
that’s because they're a live act. not
a record act. Some people are
record acts and not live acts. Not
having been a live act. I don't know
whether I can do it or not."
The masked man principle: And
what about this adversity to com
municating with the press? It’s all
the "Lenny- Bruce - thank-youmasked - man-principle." he ex
plains: "Lenny Bruce used to do
this take off on the Lone Ranger
where this guy comes around the
neighborhood in a 1953 Buick and
cleans up all the yards and leaves
silver bullets. And so one day ail
the citizens get together and they
want to thank him. They want to
throw a ‘thank-you-masked-man
party’ and he won't stop. Finally,
one day they get him. jump on him
and make him stop and they say.
‘Listen man. what kind of asshole
are you? We want to thank you for
all this stuff you’ve been doing and
you won’t stop.’ And he says. ‘Look
i at it this way. what if I stopped?
| What if I started liking it? Next
| thing I’d be sitting around waiting
I for you to say. Thank you masked
| man.’ and no one would be cleaning
I up the yards. So. in other words, if I
[stop doing what I’m doing to talk
/ about it. it takes away from me
f doing it.’ When I’m older, if people
still want to hear about it I’ll write
my memoirs . . .’’
Thank you Harry Nilsson.
•
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The Kinks: Fresh fossils from their buried past.
The Kink Kronikles (Reprise)

i

T f the Beatles are the royalty
JL of British rock and the Stones
its bastard upstarts, then the Kinks
are its merry pranksters — its
cheerful band of outsiders. Ever
since the first chords of ‘You Real
ly Got Me” echoed over the land,
the Kinks have been damned and
blessed with equal determination.
Following their initial string of hit
singles. Ray Davies and associates
drifted into a kind of self-imposed
limbo and during those lean years,
(from 1966 to 1969) only the most
dedicated Kink cultists kept a light
in the window. Many of the selec
tions in this double album are of
the stuff which nurtured that flame.
If that sounds overly poetic, it is!
Because the Kinks bring that out
even in the most impartial re
viewer. Many of the tracks in
'I'he Kink Kronikles have pre
viously been unavailable in the
States except to those who haunt
the British import record shops.
“Did You See His Name” and
“Berkeley Mews” are two of the
best in this category. “Death Of A
Clown’’ and “Susannah’s Still
Alive.” which were released under
Dave Davies name during the fall
of 1967, are here too. Lest we give
the impression that this is simply a
collection of curios, it should be
mentioned that a bunch of best sell
ing 45’s are tucked in among the
lesser-known items. These are
“Victoria." “Waterloo Sunset.”
“Sunny Afternoon." “Apeman"
and “Lola.” No two-record set
could take in all of the marvelous
Kinks cuts which have fluttered out
of the aviary of Raymond Douglas
Davies during the past eight or so
years, but this LP succeeds admi
rably in tracing the band’s contri-

butions and side-steppings. A must
for Kinks’ devotees and a valuable
primer for the uninititated. God
save the Kinks.
Delaney & Bonnie—D & B Together
(Columbia)

When Delaney & Bonnie first ap
peared they sounded fresh and dis
tinct. Some four years have passed.
Something is wrong. Nothing is
changed. Nothing is evolving. Dela
ney & Bonnie are a pretty good
team (except maybe for Delaney).
The problem is more in con
ceptualization than in the actual
execution. “D & B Together” is a
passing fair Delaney & Bonnie al
bum. but it is more or less inter
changeable with any of their earlier
efforts (with the possible exception
of their “On Tour” set which was
jacked up by some exceptional
Clapton playing). When your old
tunes sound more enticing than
your newer things, it's time to re
flect. "Only You Know And I
Know.” “Superstar” and “Cornin'
Home” are quite possibly the finest
selections on this album, and part
of their appeal is probably attribut
able to their familiarity. The re
maining songs are undistinguished,
and when the pair lauches into
“Wade In The River Jordan” or
something equally gospel-tinged, it
only makes you long for the Mighty
Clouds Of Joy to rain on the entire
proceedings. Perhaps Delaney
should take to the sidelines and let
Bonnie cut loose on the material of
her choice. That might make for a
hell of a record. As for />
B To
gether. it’s not substantial. They
may be together, but what about
the rest of us?

Zappa: Who’s he think he's kidding?

Just Another Band From L.A.—The
Mothers (Bizarre Reprise)

If something is inherently ab
surd. then what is the satirist to do?
If he simply states what is happen
ing, is he any different from a re
porter? And if he attempts to em
bellish. is he simply laying the
groundwork for more intense absur
dities? Just a few questions to pon
der as we consider the latest release
from Frank Zappa and his Moth
ers. Just Another Band From L.A.
was recorded last August at
U.C.L.A. The audience reaction to
the forty-five minutes of activity
would seem to have been one of ap
preciative bewilderment. That
many people relish the experience
of being put on is not news. The
public’s (even the hip public’s) will
ing. even eager acceptance of innu
merable trends—everything from
flower power to the Mafia— has
been demonstrated repeatedly.
What has not been shown, however,
is why a man with the musical gen
ius of Frank Zappa creates threequarters of an hour of non-music.
and why a man with the i ntellectual vision of Frank Zappa, a
man capable of picking off society’s
foibles with pinpoint accuracy, opts
instead for manning an unwieldy
shotgun—spraying
pellets
in
all directions (lesbian queens are
made to rhyme with lady marines)
until the net effect is practically
nil. Just Another Band is obvious.
At the mention of dust, we hear a
cough. When someone says choke,
there is a predictable gagging noise.
Really. Zappa, is this the best you
can do? If so. alright! But if not.
then is the put-on really worth it?
And if it is. then who is really being
put on?
(Continued on page 26 ■
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Delaney & Bonnie: A hot flash grown cold.
Gordon Lightfoot: Women, liquor, and the lure
of the open road.
Gordon
Lightfoot—Don
(Reprise)

Quixote

“Every Track Tells A Story”
would be an appropriate subtitle
for any of Gordon Lightfoot’s al
bums. Lightfoot is a storyteller in
the best sense of the word. With an
ease which is at times disarming,
he can write a mini-play and bring
an epic tale into quick, clear
focus. His subject matter is right
from the classic troubadour’s kit
bag: loneliness, the lure of the open
road, the closeness of old comrades,
sailing ships, women, liquor, etc.
But any of those topics could be
come tedious in the hands of.a less
er artist than Lightfoot. He is with
out question one of the premier
songwriters North America has
produced. While his impact is
greatest in live performance, his
records have been marked by a con
sistent excellence. For this LP
he engaged the considerable pro
ducing skills of Lenny Waronker,
who was fresh from a superlative
job on Ry Cooder’s Into The
Purple Valley and who co-produced Sit Down Young Stranger,
one of Lightfoot’s most popular al
bums. Ten of the eleven songs are
by Gordon himself: the eleventh is
a wonderfully evocative mood piece
penned by Shel Silverstein and
Vince Matthews. Titled “On Su
san's Floor,” it’s a simple but
deeply felt description of a warm
haven and of a woman who pro
vided some comfort for the home
less. “Ode To Big Blue” is a tribute
to the blue whale; “Christian Is
land (Georgian Bay)” celebrates
the joys of traveling on the water;
"Alberta Bound” captures the ex
cited anticipation felt by one who is
moving on; “Second Cup Of Cof
fee” should remind you of the last
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time you waited for someone “lost
along the way.” So there they
are — stories upon stories; and
Lightfoot himself, with his acoustic
six and twelve string guitars, is a
most engaging guide.
A Tribute To Woody Guthrie (Colum
bia & Warner Bros.)

Four years ago a group of artists
gathered at Carnegie Hall to pay
their respects to the late Woody
Guthrie. Two years later a similar
event took place at the Hollywood
Bowl. These two records, available
individually on two different labels,
contain highlights of both nights.
The first concert attracted a good
deal of attention because it marked
the return of Bob Dylan to the per
forming arena. Yet on this record
Dylan is put in proper perspective.
He is only one of a dozen people
who, somewhere along their ways,
came under the spell of Guthrie and
who felt a need to express their feel
ings for him by contributing their
talents to a celebration of his mu
sic. The dedicated listener comes
away from “A Tribute To Woody
Guthrie” with renewed respect for
the sincerity of artists like Judy
Collins (her treatment of “Roll On
Columbia” is breathtakingly beau
tiful). Jack Elliott (one of Guthrie’s
buddies, who is heard on two unfor
gettable cuts), Odetta (whose ver
sions of “Why Oh Why” and
"Rambling Round Your City” are
imbued with the warmth of a kin
dred spirit) and Joan Baez (with a
minimum of effort and a maximum
of grace she gets the crowd to sing
boldly along). There is little se
quential order to these two
records—the events of two separate
concerts simply wash over one an
other to form one cohesive ex
perience. But what an experience it
is! Especially when Odetta, Arlo
Guthrie and the Company combine

for a rousing finale of ‘‘This land Is
Your Land.” It’s almost enough to
make you think there’s still hope.
Live Cream Volume II (Atco)

The Cream spigot continues to
give forth little droplets, much the
same as a leaky bathroom faucet
might. But there’s little likelihood
that this trickle will keep you up all
night. In fact, it may have the exact
opposite effect. ‘‘This album was
recorded live” it says on the jacket,
but no particulars are given as to
where or when. All six selections
are marred by a plodding sluggish
ness akin to that which might occur
if you played an album at thirtyone and a third rpm’s. ‘‘Deserted
Cities Of The Heart.” “White
Room” and “Politician” all
sounded tighter and spunkier when
first heard on VV/iee/.s Of Fire.
“Tales Of Brave Ulysses” and
‘‘Sunshine Of Your Love” sounded
better on Disraeli Gears. That
leaves “Hideaway,” a Freddie King
Sonny Thompson scorcher which
packs the only real excitement on
the LP. Eric Clapton kicked out
quite a few jams for this one. and
his swirling and intricate guitar
solo fights valiantly against the
torpor to bring this particular track
slightly out of the depths. But even
Eric’s burst of energy becomes tire
some as it drags on for ten minutes
or more without any apparent di
rection and with more than a little
blurriness of musical detail. A per
son might argue that even mediocre
Cream is superior to the best efforts
of many current groups. But anoth
er person might reply that artists
who set extremely high standards
for themselves and then attain
those standards deserve to be criti
cized when they settle for anything
less. And Live Cream Volume // is
far short of the mark. Oh. well,
drip, drop. ...
e
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Sittin' In With Loggins And Messina
When Jim Messina left Poco he agreed to produce a solo LP
for Kenny Loggins. But it turned out he was going to do a
whole lot more for the record than just produce.
By: Craig Zadan

T t’s human nature.” explains
.LJim Messina. “Try living with
five writers, all super-talents, for
two years. It just doesn’t work.”
Messina, clad in jeans and a ma
roon sweater, pushes his long
straight hair out of his eyes. Relax
ing around Columbia Records’ ex
ecutive offices with friend and part
ner Kenny Loggins, he explains the
break up of Buffalo Springfield and
Poco.
“Springfield broke up when Neil
Young decided to leave the group.
One night Richie Furie and I were
sitting in the back of a car. and we
decided to form another group,
which became Poco. Later, I left
Poco because I needed a change.
People grow. Being at the peak of
your success is a very frightening
place to be. What do you do, where
do you go once you’re there?"
Kenny Loggins smiles broadly.
Thin and bearded, he puts his feet
up on a desk. “I was a performer in
small clubs for the last three or four
years. I also wrote for ABC, and I
was a writer for other people. It
was a difficult job because they
would come to me and say, ‘Hey,
we’ve got a group called so and so
and we need a song for them.’ It
wasn’t easy.”
Soldering the connection: In
1970, when Messina left Poco he
agreed to meet with Loggins pri
marily to produce a solo album for
him, having produced three LP's
for Buffalo Springfield and done all
the producing for Poco. After sing
ing together briefly they realized
that the sound was very satisfying
to the both of them and decided to
remain together.
“We never anticipated pheno
menal success,’’ says Loggins,
stroking his bearded chin. “We just
hoped that a lot of people would get
into it and enjoy it."
The result is a very simple set pf
straightforward vocals on Colum
bia titled: Kenny Loggins and Jim
Messina Siltin' In.
“We don’t write in just one kind
Messina: "Four years ago I almost killed my
self on drugs."
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of style," Messina says. “We don’t
want to get classed as a countryrock group. On the album no two

songs are the same. The surround
ings of the music have to fit. We
treat them individually. If you feel
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we’ve accomplished that, great. If
we haven’t, well, then we’ll have to
try harder next time.”
Loggins and Messina may not
want to be classed as country-rock,
but their music falls into the coun
try slot nonetheless. That's not to
say they are offering just a pale
imitation of Buffalo Springfield or
Poco. Their sound is diversified,
yet distinctive. Their “Back To
Georgia” is rinky-tink country.
There’s a bit of calypso and steel
drumming in “Vahevella” and
some soft but effervescent rock in
"Same Old Wine.”
Antidote for dope: "We’re trying
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to get people out of their depressed
state,” Messina says. "We're not
interested in making statements.
We’re into entertaining. I’ve got to
admit that one song, ‘Same Old
Wine,’ is a statement on hypocrisy.
It’s my feeling of sitting in a hotel
and reading the newspaper and get
ting pissed off. But to take stands. I
just done think that I would use my
music to do that.”
“Do you know what we're really
trying to do?” asks Loggins in his
affable, folksy manner. "We're try
ing to get people out of their dopedup, screwed-up feeling. Today, a lot
of people are turning to religious

and spiritual music. At this point I
do not express my religious beliefs
musically. I'm not into the whole
trend of religious music. I think
that some people actually take it
seriously. I do think that there's a
definite need for spirituality. A lot
of my friends are really into it be
cause they need something to hold
on to when they’re walking down
the streets of New York City. A lot
of people condemn certain types of
spirituality because they claim it’s
a crutch. But I’ve come to the con
clusion that there’s nothing wrong
with crutches. If you’re limping
along it can help you walk a little
better.”
"But wait," Messina interjects.
“I’m really against mental
crutches—like drugs. Four years
ago my heart almost stopped beat
ing. I thought I really needed ben
zedrine, but I almost killed myself.
The way drugs have become so
fashionable is almost scary. You go
to a party, and all everyone talks
about is their shit. I know if we
come out against dope we’ll prob
ably lose half our audiences, but it’s
something that is so dangerous.
The people in the music business
have a lot of influence on the kids."
The best of all possible plans: Not
very long ago Loggins and Messina
played as a second act at the
Troubador in Los Angeles. They
were such a success that they were
called back two weeks later to
headline their own show. Actually,
“To Make A Woman Feel Wanted"
is their only co-written song—the
rest of the album and their act is
comprised of songs each of them
has written on his own.
Loggins and Messina are unique
in that Messina sits in as a sepa
rate, individual artist backing up
Loggins and his band. In the future,
both will be making solo albums as
well as teaming up again. For Mes
sina this is the best of all arrange
ments. He'd rather stay in Los An
geles with his wife than tour the
country three weeks a month be
cause he's made a commitment to a
group.
In concert Loggins and Messina
show an extraordinary ability to re
produce their recorded sound.
Though only together for a very
short time, they play like veterans.
They seem happy, and it’s evident
that they enjoy what they’re doing.
A tremendous combination of two
guitars, a country bass, drums, and
even brass, woodwinds and strings
fills the air with good-time sound
But up front are the glowing talents
of Loggins and Messina. And with
L & M. it’s what’s up front that
counts.
•

Graham Nash: Nash fled the Hollies to escape
the shackles of a tight-knit group. On his
Graham \ash David Crosby LP he flaunts his
new-found freedom by joining forces with mu
sicians as far removed from his own band as
Dave Mason and three members of the Grate
ful Dead.

Graham Nash's
Past: An
Inside View

Hr

While Graham Nash
plays mix-and-match
with David Crosby,
an ex-Hollie tells
what it’s like to be
the victim of
Graham’s quest for
musical freedom.
by Janis Schacht
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Allan Clarke: Nash’s friend since elementary
school, he and Graham made their first pro
fessional appearances together at the age of
fifteen.
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Graham Nash’s standing CSN&Y joke was
"would you believe I gave up working in a
white evening suit to do this?" He neglected
to mention that the Hollies' white suits had
been his idea.

raham Nash may have capV_T tured a staggering slice of pub
lic attention since the emergence of
his new LP. Graham Nash David
Crosby, (Atlantic) but his past and
present remain shrouded in dense
clouds of mystery. His fans know
that he was once a part of the Hol
lies, that somehow he left the Brit
ish group and came to make his for
tune in America, and that he's be
come a mainstay of Crosby. Stills,
Nash & Young. But aside from
that. Nash afficienados know next
to nothing. And as much as they
may try, they’re unlikely to dig up
any new shreds of Nash’s carefully
guarded life story.
The reason? Nash—like Crosby.
Stills and Young— has hidden him
self behind walls of privacy so im
penetrable that even Howard
Hughes might envy him. An ex
perienced reporter trailing Nash's
movements will find his path
blocked by one obstacle after an
other. Atlantic Records, which
handles all of Nash’s musical out
put, doesn’t know any more about
his background than your average
gossip monger. At most, they'll
suggest that you put in a phone call
to David Geffen in California. Geffen is the manager of a handful of
superstars which includes, among
others, Joni Mitchell and Crosby.
Stills. Nash and Young. He'll very
willingly answer your call, but not
with any inside dope. After half an
hour of pleasant conversation
you’ll find yourself as ignorant as
when you began.
A gap in the wall: But not every
one close to Graham Nash is this
unwilling to leak information. In
England there’s a man who has
known Nash longer and better than
perhaps anyone else in the world, a
man who knows the development of

"I don't think he's in the same category as
Crosby, Stills and Young, but he’s accepted
because of the talent of having this voice”

Graham Nash the musician more
intimately than David Crosby, Joni
Mitchell or Nash’s own mother.
That man is ex-Hollie Alan Clarke,
Nash’s musical partner since child
hood and one of his oldest friends,
who spent ten years singing side by
side with Graham in gorgeous har
mony.
Frozen smiles: On the new Gra
ham Nash/ David Crosby album
(from Atlantic Records) Nash has
composed a song called “Frozen
Smiles.” It wasn’t written about
his relationship with Allan Clarke
and the Hollies: it was probably
written for Joni Mitchell, the lady
the whole album is dedicated to.
But the song seems to show the
long-term Clarke-Nash friendship
for what it was:

/ tried to reach beyond the
walls you're living in
As a friend I flew a long way
for a friend . . .
And if you carry on the way
you did today
All the music in my veins will
turn to stone . . .
Does it gel you off to act so all
alone
It ll chill you to the bone . . .
So my advice to you is not to
take advice
Take your life into your own
hands
Just have faith in who you are
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Sitting in a rather plush London
management office shortly before
he “took his life in his own hands"
and cut himself adrift from the
Hollies. Allan gave new insight
into a story that is very dark, very
quiet and very mysterious.
Minstrels play familiar me
lodies
And once more the past comes
back to me. . .
Graham Nash circa 1966
(”C ’rusadcr")
Stage One: The Hollies. The Hol
lies played the New York Para
mount in 1965, singing “Rockin'
Robin” and “Here I Go Again.”
They brought the house down with
their soaring harmonies: that’s
"H* A* R*M*O*N*I*E*S” with a
capital “H.” Graham Nash, with
toothy grin and pompadour hairdo,
running over to the edge of the
stage, smiling and waving, freezing
into poses for camera-buff fans in
the first row, singing his heart out
five times a day. Allan Clarke
doing a Mick Jagger sway . . .
slightly more aloof but very sexy.
Tony Hicks smiling and playing
flashy guitar riffs—flashy, that is.
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for the time.
Graham Nash and Allan Clarke
became friends in elementary
school. Later, in grammar school
they started singing together as a
duo called The Two Teens. At 15
they won the distinction of being
the youngest act ever to appear at
the Manchester Cabaret Club.
Stage Two:
verse”

"King Midas In Re

If you could only see me
I know exactly where I am
You wouldn’t want to be me
Oh I can assure you of that
I'm not the guy to run with
Cause I'll throw you off a line
I'll break you and destroy you
given time
It's plain to see it's
hopeless
Going on the way we are
So even though I lose you
You'll be belter off by far. . .
Graham Nash circa 1978
(’ King Midas In Reverse”)
Graham Nash left the Hollies in
November of 1968. He’d entered
another stage of his life, and had
found it necessary to split from
stage one. Allan Clarke took it the
hardest. He admitted:
"When Graham left I was shat
tered. I thought, what the hell are
we gonna do man. he's the spokes
man, the leader, the trendsetter
... he was trying to bend things
his way and we were going for it.
but we were too slow for him. He
was always way ahead of me: he al
ways has been, right from the be
ginning when we first started off.
He was the guy who would go on
stage and say. hello, folks, you got
ta clap.’ and I’d be going ‘oh. don’t
say that.’ I was always way behind
him. like two years behind Graham,
but I always got to it eventually.
But now I’m changing because the
guy who shouts loudest is always
listened to. . .
Stage 1 hree: "Group Image.” The
Hollies had always been thought of
as a group without an image. When
Graham went on the road with
Crosby. Stills and Young he
changed all that. He gave the Hol
lies an image at last ... a bad one.
He told the audience, "would you
believe I gave up working in a white
evening suit to do this?” It always
got a good laugh out of the sell-out
audiences. One thing Nash neg
lected to tell the crowd was that
the white suit, which eventually be
came a Hollies trademark, had
been his idea! Maybe this is one of
the reasons many people believed
that the Hollies had split up after
Nash left.

Bitter Split: For the Hollies’ He
Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother al
bum (Epic), Allan wrote a song
which has been considered by many
insiders to be a comment on Gra
ham Nash’s departure:
You chose your path to
walk along
Now I can sing a different song
I hope that's clear
I found a new part to play in
life •
There’s different actors on my
stage
I'll set the pace in a world
without you
I don't want to hear the things
that you say
Cause my life is over with you.
NASH’s put downs: A perceptive
thought from Mr. Clarke . . . and
an insight into the mind of Graham
Nash. Why was it necessary for
Graham to down the Hollies at the
Fillmore during a week of sold out
concerts? Graham has spread the
word, the little children accepted it
("the guy who shouts loudest is al
ways listened to”). Allan ventured
a guess that it was for the very
same reason the Hollies always
‘ talked down” to their au
dience:
"Maybe he feels that he has to
relate to the past to make himself
accepted within the group he’s in
now. I don’t think he’s ashamed
(but maybe he is) of being one of the
Hollies, he shouldn’t be because we
did a lot of good things, because his
progression went on from the Hol
lies. So what I think he is doing is
saying. I’m sorry I used to be with
a group called The Hollies and the
hit commercialism; but now. accept
me because I’m with Steven Stills.
Crosby and Neil Young. Am I as
good as them? You see. he's saying
‘accept me for them. Please don’t
relate me to the Hollies because
I’m not’. But it’s all very wrong be
cause if you listen to all the old
records his voice is very distinctive.
Even though I was the lead singer
his harmony always stuck out be
cause he had that particular type of
voice. And to me it will always
stick out on any record he sings on.
Any one will sound like a ‘Hollie.’
and that's what he's fighting . . .
he doesn’t want to sound like a
‘Hollie.’ Can you imagine if I left
. . . and I tried to make records?”
(Stay tuned because that’s exactly
what Allan is doing).
Stage Four: Song For Beginners vs
Distant Light. Distant Light, the
last album Allan Clarke worked on
before he kissed the Hollies
goodbye, may never see the light of

day. but on it Clarke emerged beau
tifully singing solo with no harmo
ny backing him. His “Long Cool
Woman (In A Black Dress)” would
have sent Holly devotees reeling
with shock. Could it have been a
foretaste of what Allan will create
for Harold, his first album on
RCA?
Clarke’s real love is social com
ment. Strangely this is one of Gra
ham Nash’s loves too . . . however,
in this battle Graham wins hands
down. Nash explains better than
anyone what his strongest point as
a songwriter is:
/ a tn a simple man
So I sing a simple song . . .
/ am a simple man

And I play a simple tune.
Nash’s "Military Madness” and
•‘Chicago” have so much strength
and drive. He tightens his songs
with an economy of words, a lack of

cliches and a wonderful en
thusiasm:
In an upstairs room in Black
pool
By the side of a Northern sea
The army had my father
And my mother was having me
Military madness was killing
my country
Solitary sadness comes over
me. . .
But Allan Clarke has the right idea
about protest songs and is, in his
own way, “dying to get better.”
Yet Allan can’t get away from the
feeling that Nash is still ahead of
him. The greatest protest song, he
says, is Crosby. Still’s Nash and
Young’s “Ohio.”
"Stop Right There”
And the power you have over
me
Won't ever let me he
It s always holding me to you
And the strange things you say
to me
Why do you play with me
It's just too sad to see . . .
Graham Nash circa 1967
("Stop Right There")
“Well, that was Graham.” Allan
explained. “He sang every harmo
ny himself, he wrote it about his
wife. I remember when he wrote it
as well, we were doing a week at the
Batley Variety Club. . .
“When Graham left," Allan con
tinued. “he was saying, ‘listen, this
block isn’t good enough for me any
more. I want to move on to another
block because I’ve learned every
thing I can from this one. so I m
moving on.’ And he’s probably still
learning, or may never learn as
much off Crosby. Stills and Young,
because I don’t think he’s in t e
same category whatsoever. But e s
accepted because of his talent o
having this voice. But he 11 PrO
ably never play guitar like Sti s
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write songs like Stills, cause Stills
is in another thing. He went
through the Buffalo Springfield,
floated around for awhile, came on
to Graham and said, ‘Wow, this is
a whole new thing.’ And Crosby
when he left the Byrds, he demo
lished that block for himself and
started a new one. It’s just a whole
big chess game."
Win and lose: David Crosby and
Graham Nash’s moves across the
chessboard have reached an im
pressively large number of points
since then. Graham and David re
mixed and performed on comrade
Jackson Browne’s single “Doctor
My Eyes” (Asylum). They put in a
guest appearance as back-up sing
ers for their musical mentors The
Everly Brothers on the Everlys’ lat
est album. Stories We Could Tell
(RCA). And on their own LP they
have mixed and matched with a
strange assortment of superstar
musicians that combines half of the
ultra-American Grateful Dead with
the likes of thoroughly British
Dave Mason.
But much as he has put his soul
into chessboard hopping, Graham
has not always come out a winner.
He separated from his wife Rose at
just about the same time that he
left the Hollies to take up per-

manent residence in the States.
Then he began a passionate liaison
with Joni Mitchell which was hob
bled by his wife’s refusal to give
him a divorce. The frustrated Nash
pleaded for his liberty during three
long years. But. ironically, just as
his wife relented and made him a
free man, Joni’s fondness for him
seemed to cool, and Graham was
left to sit in lonely splendor ponder
ing newspaper photos that showed
the fickle Miss Mitchell holding
hands with James Taylor.
Stage Five: 'David Crosby Gra
ham Nash,’ on their own (Almost).
The new album may be without the
help of giants Stills and Young, but
it is by no means lacking in ex
tra-special-star-studded type tal
ent. Guest appearances by Russ
Kunkel. Danny Kootch. and Jerry
Garcis help to tastefully round out
an LP that is musically competent,
if not revolutionary.
If you were lucky enough to at
tend any of the Crosby Nash con
certs back in the Fall of 1971, you
might have heard Graham in
troduce his new material “South
bound Train" and “Immigration
Man." Well, if you’ve been waiting
for it, your wait is over: both songs
turn up on the album.
‘‘Southbound Train’’ is a
down-home blues piece which fea-
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Allan Clarke: "There’ll never be anything as
strong as the thing I had with Graham, 'cause
I thought that would go on forever.” confides
ex-Hollie Allan Clarke, as he gives a rare view
of Nash’s growth.

tures Graham on vocals and har
monica and sounds as if it might
have been written around the same
time as most of Song For Begin
ners. “Immigration Man” takes
Graham over to the piano with
Greg Reeves (part of the original
live C.S.N.&Y. line-up) on bass and
David Crosby on electric guitar.
Lyrically charming. Graham sings:
Here I am with my immigration
form
It's big enough to keep me warm
when the cold wind comes in . . .
Nursery rhymes and Joni: The al
bum also includes some of Crosby's
most memorable material. One of
the album’s finest moments is
Crosby’s “Wall Song.” a tune
which boasts Jerry Garcia on lead
guitar.
Originally David Geffen had pro
phesied several live tracks from the
Nash Crosby tour . . . the only
thing that survived all the live tap
ing is a rather naive, nursery
rhyme type ditty called “Black
notes” in which Nash instructs the
audience on how to play the piano
in one easy lesson. I ntortunately. it
neglects to tell us how to have the
masterpiece we’ve created pub
lished.
“Stanger’s Room” seems to be

another song filled with references
to the exceptionally fragile but
ever- present Nash Mitchell rela
tionship. It finds our hero Mr. Nash
alone in a ‘stranger’s room’ in the
dark ... it doesn’t say how he got
there in the first place.
This leads us back to the mold
. . . and how complicated and
painful it often is to get out of it.
Stage Six: The Mold: When the cry
went out at the end of 1968 that
Nash had left the Hollies, manager
Robin Britten made the following
statement: “To pick the wrong new
Hollie would be an absolute dis
aster. When the guy comes out on
stage he’s got to be exactly right.
The new member has got to fit in
like a piece of a jigsaw puzzle.”
INSTANT REPLAY: “The
Hollies: it’s this mad insane name
that keeps cropping up all the time:
‘The Hollies. The Hollies. The
Hollies.’ You’ve got to create this
image of The Hollies everytime,
and I’m getting a bit pissed off with
it.” . . . Allan Clarke. November.
1971.
INSTANT REPLAY: “It was
just like we’d become a record fac
tory. We turned out twenty-one top
ten records, and after the first elev
en it was groovy all the time, but
we weren’t going anywhere. You
know we had all this respect, but

we weren’t going anywhere.” . . .
Graham Nash. November. 1968.
Graham Nash took the biggest
risk in his life, and it paid off. He
gave up a wife, his home country
and a secure job. Now Allan Clarke
is taking a very similar risk. He is
coming out of the music mold, the
mold that says if you work within a
group your mind must never stray
further than the group’s general di
rection. Allan Clarke hasn’t got
Steven Stills. David Crosby and
Neil Young to help him out. but his
need to “make a stand for individ
ual freedom” was strong enough for
him to break away. Good luck to
Allan Clarke, and good luck to the
remaining Hollies, who plan to car
ry on in the great tradition of fine
commercial rock and roll.
Stage Seven: C.S.N.&Y., They Must
Be Doing Something Right: What
does all this prove? Only that all
the experience and talent in the
world mean nothing if you are not
working within an environment
which will allow growth and indi
viduality.
When Graham Nash comes out
onstage, you can never tell who
may be with him . . . it’s always
exciting and it’s always interesting
because he’s given artistic freedom:
and in return Crosby. Stills, and
Young give him their finest mo
ments:
The ending of the tale
Is the singing of the song
Make me proud to be your man
Only you can make me strong
I.ike the last time
I just leant to hold you
1 don't u ant to hold you down
I hear what you're saying
And you're spinning my head
around
I can't make it alone.
Graham Xash circa 1971
"I Am .4 Simple Man")

Deep Purple +1 Fire +12 Mattresses =
by Howard Bloom

"Machine Head"

What do you do when they burn the casino where you plan to
record out from under you, throw you out of a pavilion, then tell
you to make your LP in a hotel hallway?

V

\
1

n the near side of the rainslicked road a crowd of
well-dressed people stood shiver
ing, huddled together, watching as
flames leapt from the doors and
windows of an enormous, ornate
gambling casino. On the far side of

B

the road, in a muddy field close to
the Casino, two roadies ran to the
side of a 32-foot-long mobile trailer,
stopped next to the cab, tried to fig
ure out how to open the locked door
without a key, then picked up a
stone, smashed the side window,
scrambled into the front seat, rev
ved up the engine, and drove the
trailer out of reach of the spreading
blaze. Hours later, when the
250-foot-high flames died down and
the crowd had dispersed, Montreux
Switzerland’s gambling casino had
been leveled to the ground. In the
ashes were the charred remains of

\

\

$48,000 worth of amps and in
struments: every last bit of the
equipment that Frank Zappa and
the Mothers had been playing on
stage when the fire broke out. And
in a hotel nearby, the exhausted
members of Deep Purple, who’d
been in Zappa’s audience, won
dered where they would be able to
record their next album, Machine
Head (on Warner Bros. Records).
They had driven the Rolling
Stones’ mobile recording unit to
Montreux to produce an LP at the
now burnt-out casino.
Singing on the stairs: The next

!

day, bassist Roger Glover, organist
Jon Lord, drummer Ian Paice, gui
tarist Ritchie Blackmore, and lead
singer Ian Gillan combed Montreux
to find a building they could con
vert into a studio. After being
thrown out of the Pavilion by the
police because they were raising too
much racket, they passed up the
use of a bomb shelter, a cavernous
cellar that had once protected war
treasures, and a chateau in the
mountains, then finally found what
they were looking for—the luxu
rious but nearly empty Grand Ho
tel, which not only had hallways
spacious enough for the band, and a
management that wouldn’t toss
them out, but offered a spiral stair
case that could double as an echo
chamber.
“We actually went to the Casino
in Montreux to record, but as you
know it was burnt down,” says tall
and powerful looking John Lord as

he settles into an overstuffed chair
in his London hotel room. “Our
roadies just that morning decided
not to put our equipment into the
Casino, so we were really lucky.
Frank Zappa lost everything in the
fire. I think there was one molten
cowbell left. So we went all over
Montreux to find a place to record
and finally settled on an old hotel
which was empty for the winter ex
cept for one deaf old lady.”
A quick lick between the mat
tresses: "We cordoned off a corridor
and put mattresses in and built a
little studio," he recalls, stroking
his mustache. “It was so easy and
relaxed because we could record
when we liked and didn’t have to
worry about booking studio time. It
gave the LP a much more imme
diate feel and a continuity we
haven’t got on any of the other LP's.
This is much more how we are. and
our first three LP’s were the most
unrepresentative of a group’s sound
onstage I’ve ever heard. The album
combines the best points of In Rock
and Fireball, our last album (both
on Warner Bros. Records). It’s ex
citing and musically valid. Most
important is that it was done in

three weeks instead of the usual six
months.”
The flames that reduced the
Montreux Casino to black ash still
spurt furiously from Machine
Head's fifth track. “Smoke On The
Water.” The rhythmic squeals of
Ritchie Blackmore’s guitar leap
like tongues of fire into the intro,
then rise higher as John Lord’s
throaty organ and Ian Paice’s
rumbling bass enter one by one to
feed them fuel. Finally, the soft,
charcoal grit of Ian Gillan’s voice
eases the story of the Montreux fire
into the rocking blaze:
We all came out io Montreux
On the Lake Geneva shoreline
To make records with a mobile.
He didn’t have much time.

Frank Zappa and the Mothers
Were at the best place around
Some stupid with a flagon
Burned the place to the ground.
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Ritchie Blackmore, guitar: "Angry Ritchie’s"
smoldering discontent with Deep Purple was
breaking out in bitter onstage battles for solo
honors not many months ago. Explains Jon
Lord, "All those years you fight together for
something—when suddenly you get it, there
isn’t such a need to fight together anymore.”
But the group has made strenuous efforts to
heal the sores that were tearing it to pieces.
The result? They’re letting Ritchie work off
his excess steam by recording a solo LP.

But as the four members of Deep
Purple worked in the cluttered ho
tel corridor, surrounded by used
mattresses and wardrobes jer
ry-rigged to work as sound baffles,
fire was not the basic element they
used to give Machine Head its
fist-like impact. Rhythm—brutal,
throbbing, primitive rhythm—was
the raw material with which they
built each track, whether it was the
slow pulsation of flame in “Smoke
On The Water” or the hammer
blasts that raced like an engine

Jon Lord, organ: Jon is "working right now on
a thing for the Swedish Royal Ballet." He may
defend "heavy" groups like Grand Funk, but
his real love is orchestral music. He’s already
won acclaim by writing Deep Purple’s Con
certo For Group and Orchestra (on Warner Bros.
Records) and the BBC-commissioned Gemini
Suite (Capitol Records), but he feels these
were nothing but a first step. "I’m still hung
up on trying to get the electric guitar proper
ly integrated with an orchestra. I’m con
vinced it could work.”

Roger Glover, bass: It’s been said that illness
may force Roger to drop out of Deep Purple
in the next few months, and that could spell
disaster for the group. The hammer blows
♦ hat race through "Highway Star” (on Mahine Head) and the pile-driver rhythm that
hardens "Smoke On The Water” both stem
Prnm his bass. If his health does force Roger
<? the stage, he plans to take a back seat as
group’s producer. A strangely passive end
- fighter who came to Deep Purple r
for a that he had to hold up his jeans with
poor 1
piece. of string.
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Ian Gillan, lead vocals: Ian is about to step
into strange territory and begin producing for
his two new companies—Pussy Music and
Pussy Enterprises. This won’t be the first time
he’s struck out on his own while sticking with
Deep Purple. The plucky crooner, who con
fides that he’s sung under names as
far-fetched as Jess Thunder and Garth Rock
et, grabbed an extra dose of fame mid-way
through his career with Purple by singing the
part of Christ on an album that nobody
thought would go anywhere, Jesus Christ Su
perstar.

through the auto song “Highway
Star.’’
Time for some interest: Back in
his London hotel room, Jon Lord
stands up for another group that
relies heavily on rhythm. “As a
matter of fact, I thought the last
Grand Funk album wasn’t at all
bad,” he says, leaning forward so
that his long hair swings down past
his cheeks and throws his face into
shadow. “You can run the terrible
risk in this business of attracting
the wrath of certain people. That
awful word ‘hype’ gets thrown at
you. I had been on the road for sev
en years and that was a heavy
scene trying really hard. From
when Deep Purple started we never
hyped a record into the chart, and
our first hit album, In Rock, came
two years after we had formed the
band. That doesn't sound like hype
to me. But King Crimson and ELP
got the same treatment. But what
do they want?” Jon smiles. “Do
they want us to starve and slap up
and down the Ml highway in a
Commer van for another ten years?
We’ve paid our dues, and now we
would like some interest on those
dues.” In the case of Machine
Head, the dues were a little stiffer
than usual. They included three
weeks rental of the Stones mobile
unit, the price of a few dozen used
mattresses, the loss of $48,000
worth of Frank Zappa’s equipment,
and the destruction of one large,
elegant, and overly-flammable
Swiss casino.

Colin Blunstone: Tale Of A Teen-Age Zombie
mourning suit and white gloves. He
played five shows a day on the bill
with the Shangri-las. The Nash
ville Teens. The Drifters. Dionne
Warwick and The Hullablalloos.
They went home without making
very much money and came back a
few months later for an American
Bandstand tour. This tour featured
more of the same discomforts and
still no sex. "America has never
seen me at my best.” Colin
laughed. “There I was. 18 and anx
ious ... I never had a great raving
scene in America. Whenever The
Zombies were in the States, we al
ways worked very hard, playing ev
ery night with big drives in be
tween. When we did the American
Bandstand tour we used to travel
on a coach with no toilet and no
spare seats. At the end of that tour
I was like . . . ” Then, we all
paused took a deep breath and cho
rused together "I WAS LIKE A

Colin Blunstone: "The Zombies broke up be
cause they couldn’t afford to go on the road anymore.”

T think sometimes people think
JL I’m older than I am because
the records started such a long time
ago.” Colin Blunstone explains
smiling. "But. we were only 18
years old when the Zombies had
their first hit.”
Twenty-six-year-old Colin
Blunstone was the voice of the
Zombies. Yes Folks, that wonderful
breathy voice that gave us "She’s
Not There.” "Tell Her No” and
more recently. "Time Of The Sea
son.” is back. Colin s new album is
called One Year (Epic) and is the
fruit of over a year’s work in the
recording studios with Rod Argent
and Chris White (former members
of the Zombies) and T. Rex David
Bowie producer. Tony Visconti.
In order to combat a rather sad
rumor that he'd been killed in a car
crash some years ago. Blunstone
chose to promote his new release in
person. Not only did he assure us
that he is still very much alive but
he proved that he is one of England’s most charming products.

Sitting in his hotel room drinking
endless beers. laughing like a rather
nervous school boy at his own
jokes, he told fantastic accounts of
what it was like to be a visiting pop
idol during that mystical 1965-6 pe
riod. He spoke of appearing at Mur
ray the “K’s” Christmas Show in
the winter of 1965. ‘Well, that was
our first time in the States: we were
completely unprotected from every
hassle. In the Brooklyn Fox we had
a tiny room, and in there were five
Zombies, our road manager and
Dick’ of Dick and DeeDee, plus all
our clothes. Because it was a little
wild outside it was difficult to go
outside at all. So we did five shows
a day. and the rest of the time was
spent in this crappy room . . .
there were all of us in this little
room and it was very smelly. There
were no sex scenes (as far as I could
make out), which I found very dis
appointing.”
On tour in America, for the first
time in his life Colin Blunstone ap
peared onstage wearing a black

ZOMBIE.” Colin picket ., on it
and screeched out "I was a Zom
bie.” In a variety of pantomine
movements and accompanying
grunts and groans he continued
with Frankenstein finesse. "I . . .
was . . . a . . . Zombie." More se
riously he cortinued. “You won't
believe it. but there was a guy on
the Dick Clarke tour who was sell
ing his hair and saying it was ours,
and he was Negro. It didn’t look
anything like our hair.”
The Zombies split in 1967 after
the fantastic success of "Time Of
The Season” had died down. "The
Zombies broke up because they
couldn't afford to go on the road
anymore.” Colin explained.
"That’s one of the reasons. The oth
er was we’d just been together too
long. Seven years is a long time.”
"Time Of The Season” is prob
ably the most famous of Colin’s
successes, but an interesting fact is
that he was never very fond of it. "I
didn’t particularly like that song.”
Colin admitted. “When Rod Ar
gent writes a song he likes you to
sing it note for note. He kept on
about it in ‘Time Of The Season.’
There was one note I wasn't able to
sing and I said to him. ’If you're so
clever, you sing it;” and he said
‘you’ll bloody well sing it.’ I was
so glad I did. because if he’d have
sung it and it was a hit record I
would have felt terrible. It’s awful
being the lead singer and not sing
ing the hit record.”
At any rate, after the success of
that album. (Odyssey and Oracle

(Date)) and the break-up of the
Zombies. Colin retired from show
business. “I left because I didn't
want to have anything to do with
the recording business anymore,
and I decided I wasn’t getting any
younger, and if I wanted to make it
in something else I'd have to leave
and make a clean break." But.
while he was working as a clerk in
an insurance office in London. Mike
Hurst. Cat Stevens' first producer,
heard a demo of Colin singing
"Misty Roses." and he convinced
him to change his name to Neil
MacArthur and re-record "She's
Not I'here." I was just sitting in
m\ office then." Colin remembers,
"and having an opportunitv to
record again and have a bit of fun. I
couldn't resist it. I was told I
wouldn't have to give up my job. so
1 said fine."
But. what will happen now if Co
lin becomes a monstrous hit'.’ 1'his
time he’s his own boss (“you show
me a manager that ever protected
anyone. As far as I can make out
it s the managers that you need
protection from") and is faced with
a hit single in England. "Sav You
Don't Mind." a tune pulled from
the album, hit the English charts
only two weeks after it was re
leased.
"I suppose I would get a band to
gether. That would take a long
time, not the rehearsals but finding
the right people and finding the for
mat." Colin decides out loud, con
tinuing, “Between myself, my ar
ranger. my producer and all the
writers I know. I’ve accumulated
some very strong material."
One Year is the current album,
however, and it is really filled with
excellent, sensitively chosen mate
rial. From the openers. “She Loves
'rhe Way They Love Her" and
"Misty Roses." through "Say You
Don't Mind." Colin’s voice goes
from strength to strength. However.
Colin is not happy. Why? “I never
did like ’Time Of The Season,' isn't
it funny'.’And with ‘Say You Don’t
Mind.’ I wouldn’t say I didn't like
it. but it always seems that if the
record’s a hit it’s got some really
high notes in it. I haven’t got a
freaky voice, and it really takes ev
erything I've got to hit those notes.
It was the same with 'She’s Not
There.’ I really cursed when 'Say
You Don't Mind' was chosen as the
single in England. I am happy I've
got a hit record but I thought 'Oh
Christ, not another one.' This means
six months to three years singing
another record with a really high
note in it!"
By Janis Schact
•

Billy Joel:
Choir Boy Vocals
With
New York Guts
By Janis Schact

A ccording to Billy Joe’s manXXager. Irwin Mazur. Billy is one
of the best known unknowns
around. Since a great many people
seem to have hoard him. it would he
rather safe to say he's right.
The first thing that most people
notice about Billy is how New York
he is. His accent, his mannerisms,
perhaps even his careful defen
siveness all scream of city-life in
general. \ ru York ( 7/v-life in par
ticular.
We are in a very expensive look
ing restaurant on Central Park
South waiting for Billy -Joe io ar
rive. He comes in. hands in the
pockets of his leather jacket, looks
neither to the left nor right, and
when introduced hardly nods. Bil
ly's growing a beard, and at this
stage the effect is scruffy. From a
distance he looks quite old. upon
closer examination he appears
shockingly young, looking a lot
more like sixteen than his actual
twenty-two years. When you hear
what he’s accomplished so far in
his rather short life, you tend to
look closer to see if he might really
be nearer thirty.
Describing himself Billy says.
“Onstage I gel it on pretty well, but
otherwise I'm about as sparkling as
warm beer." He continues. “Any
one who’s told you any different is
wrong, warm beer, that's me." But.
after Billy relaxes into a situation,
he proves that he really is a very
charming young man. He's shy but
direct. Onstage, he’s self-assured,
funny and so full of talent that it
actually pours out of him. His fin
gers tickle the keyboard in classical
style, and his voice boasts a choir
boy purity.
Billv used to be a rock and roller.
He played with several Long Island
outfits, including The Hassles and
Attila. The Hassles achieved some
level of fame. “After three con
fusing years of screaming teenies
and music I quit." Billy admits.
Now. he is being booked around
the country with all the rock heav
ies: Badfinger, J. Geils Band. Yes.
He admits that the gig he dreams of
most, however, is with Gordon
Lightfoot, easily the brightest star

in Billy's eyes.

HOR/ZON

On Billy’s del i albur
oh!
Spring Harbor <Famil\ Produc
tions. a division of Paramount), a
lune called. “Tomorrow Is Today."
shows the potential of this particu
lar singer songwriter’s rather im
pressive vocal range, his usual
pitch is full of high vocal gymnas
tics. but this song lets us look back
to the lower range Billy probable
used with his former bands.
"Off stage I'm as sparkling as warm beer."
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"Nocturne” is a piano solo which
echoes the years of classical train
ing which started when Billy was
seven years old. The young Mr.
Joel used to make up his own Mo
zart and Beethoven sonatas rather
than learn what he was supposed to
be practicing. His mother, a former
opera singer, wisely allowed him to
continue the subterfuge, perhaps
realizing that it was just as valid an
exercise. In "Everybody Loves You
Now,” a song which runs at Minute
Waltz speed, he tells the story of a
young man watching his girl friend
become a star:

Baby all the lights are turned
on you
Now you’re in the center of the
stage
Everything revolves on what
you do
You are in your prime you've
come of age . . .
How they all want your white
body
And they all await your reply
Ah. between you and me and
the Staten Island Ferry
So do I
. .
At this time he’s busy recording,
performing across the country and

delighting the crowds with the
magic of his voice and the unique
ness of his act. He does impressions
of Walter Brennan, John Wayne
and Joe Cocker, he drinks a lot, and
he endorses Wurlitzer electric pi
anos. He has dinners with a great
many rock writers. But most of all.
he makes exceptionally fine music.
Though I’m living and I'm
singing
And although my hands
still play
Soon enough it will be over
Cause tomorrow is today
‘'Tomorrow Is Today” o

Ain't No Flies On White Cloud

I

White Cloud: The sound that could knock the petunias out of 90% of the rock vocalists around.

T T sually. when an enthusiastic
vJ nublic relations type corners a
writer and says, "Hey. you gotta
hear this new band,” the tuneweary hypee is likely to reply,
••
(yawn).” Now—make no

mistake about this—it’s not that
all writers are insufferable snobs:
u s simpiy tnac so many oancis are
just plain boring, in the time-hon
ored Xerox tradition. But White
Cloud wasn't boring at all. In

they were great.
"So." says Q.. "What was so
good about them?”. "Ah.” says A.,
"well, it must have been their mu
sic.” It chugged, crowed, laughed.

HQMZON

Patto Smothers Its Past
| \ nee upon a time in the distant past (1967). a group call
ing itself Timebox was playing the
London club circuit. At a time
when every other band was freaking
itself and everyone around them,
this group’s fan club was telling
devotees to “get ticking with the
Timebox’’ while spreading bits of
news such as: "Mike has incredibly
freaky hair . . . frug . . . John has
twelve pairs of pink underpants
’cause he washed them with a red
t-shirt and the dye ran . . . groove

and bandied about. Truthfully, it
was a nose-thumbing experience,
and in these "ultra-heavy” times
that is no mean feat. There ain’t no
flies on White Cloud, sweetheart:
no melodramatics either.
The band, currently holed up in
New York’s own Village, has
pooled a variety of musical re
sources and come up with quite a
unique sound. Joanne Vent, the tal
ented little woman who churns out
the White Cloud vocals, has been
singing for nearly a decade. As a
solo aritist she recorded two al
bums for A&M; one. The Black and
White of It Is Blue, was released in
1969, but the other is still in captiv
ity. Joanne has listened to all the
right people— Aretha. Billie Holli
day. Dinah Washington, and oth
ers—absorbed some and learned
much more on her own. Right now,
she could knock the petunias out of
90% of the rock vocalists around,
male or female.
Joanne's husband, Richard
Crooks, looks after the percussive
areas in White Cloud. Gravitating
toward understatement. Crooks is
not one to beat your brains out. Pri
or to White Cloud he played in
many other groups, including
Rhinoceros and Dr. John’s Troupe
of Incredibles.
The original concept for White
Cloud was born in the fall of 1970
when Joanne and Richard Crooks
moved in with infamous record pro
ducer Thomas Jefferson Kaye,
whose reputation for the bizarre ex
tends into musical circles on both
coasts and at various points in be
tween. (According to one story.
Kama Sutra sent him out to Cali
fornia to find Captain Beefheart; he
did so, but only after getting "lost"
for a year.) With Kaye taking care
of rhythm guitar and working on
plans for a new record label, the
Crooks went about collecting ac
complices. Through auditions and
recommendations they eventually
came up with: bass player Don

. . . Mike thinks Superman is a gas
. . . Mike and John are human
dust bins . . . Oily looks incredibly
like Paul McCartney . . . Mike
used to sing with the Bo Street
Runners . . . Mike won cups for
tap-dancing when he was four . . .
gas.”
Tricks and treats: Mike Patto
(vocals), Peter “Oily” Halsall
(vibes, guitar, vocals), Clive Griff
iths (bass), John Halsey (drums)
and Chris Holmes (organ) were
playing jazz rock—mixing "PaperPayne. a jazz-influenced veteran of
numerous studio dates who has
recorded with such artists as Me
lanie. Tim Hardin. Richie Havens
and La Belle: Kenneth Kosek. a
fiddle and guitar picker with a pen
chant for country and western
sounds, who has also done his share
of session work, and Teddy Wender. a 19-year-old, who heard that
White Cloud needed a keyboard
player, showed up for an audition,
and has been there ever since.
White Cloud, the album, is defi
nitely one of the better records to be
released in a good long while.
White Cloud, the group, has shown,
a lot of talent, insight and just
plain guts, tempered with a fine
sense of satire. When all of these
factors come together the result is
a song like, “Collection Box.”
which, according to Tommy Kaye,
takes a musical poke at that
“non-existent” Sicilian crime
syndicate—
()oo-oo ivhat you gonna do?
Collection box'll be callin' on
you. . .
Quite a strong sentiment, consid
ering the group’s close proximity to
New York’s "Little Italy." How
ever. according to a source close to
the band, the "collection box" re
fers to a coffin, and the song re
flects different attitudes towards
death. Pick your own interpreta
tion.
While awaiting the final mix on
their own record. White Cloud has
kept busy working behind other art
ists. In the past few months they’ve
recorded Crucifix in a Horseshoe, a
new album by Paul Jones—the original lead singer with Manfred
Mann: an album called . . . And
Gordon, with Gordon Waller, for
merly known as the second half of
Peter Asher, back in Beatlemania
days: and this March they backed
up Loudon Wainwright for a week
at New York's Gaslight. Keep your
ears open; White Cloud is bursting
out all over.
_ ... . . u .
•
By Michele Hush

back Writer” and “Misty." in
corporating vibes with hard-rock
guitar, playing better than most
other bands around at the time.
Even then Peter Halsall had the
reputation of being one of the most
unusual and one of the finest gui
tarists ever.
One spring night, the tenth anni
versary of London’s Marquee Club,
Timebox and The Crazy World of
Arthur Brown jammed till mid
night. quite an event in a club that
usually sends its clientele packing
home at eleven o’clock. Mike Patto
climbed onto Arthur’s shoulders
and they burst into a raucous ver
sion of “Lucille;’’ in the corner Hal
sall played unreal guitar; it was an
evening not easily forgotten by the
four hundred people who packed
the smoke-filled hall—the same
hall that had witnessed debut Lon
don performances by Ten Years Af
ter. The Who and the Rolling
Stones.
Timebox made five or six singles
together—all jewels. One was re
leased here and was an unusually
fine cover version of the Four Sea
sons “Beggin” (Deram). It was
good enough to find its way onto
New York DJ Scott Muni’s English
hour . . . Sunday after Sunday
WNEW-FM played it. long after
the song had faded from the Lon
don limelight. Then Timebox dis
appeared. Mike Patto and Peter
Halsall resurfaced for a fleeting
moment as a part of the rock extra
vaganza Centipede, with Keith
Tippett. Julie Driscoll, and forty or
fifty other rock names.
The Timebox trauma: Early last
year Patto emerged, and except for
the disappearance of organist Chris
Holmes the lineup was identical to
the old Timebox. The sound, how
ever. was something else. "We were
really sick to the teeth with Time
box,” Mike Patto admits, “al
though the group had a certain rep
utation. So. one day we decided it
was time to change. We changed
management, booking agency and
record label.
"The real problem came when
we were making the first Patto al
bum," Mike continued. "We were
all so unnerved by our experience
as Timebox that it took us time
to rebuild our confidence." Their
first album Patto (Vertigo) was
loud, undisciplined and quite a
come-down, though the band was
pleased with it. It was really just a
reaction against the tight, com
mercial Timebox sound. Produced
by Stevie Winwood’s brother. Muff
Winwood, the newly released sec
ond album. Hold Your Fire (Ver
tigo), is so far superior to the first
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one that it cancels out the debut al
bum completely. No longer is Patto
pushing aside their jazz roots, or
their sensitive and distinctive use
of the vibraphone.
Mike Patto’s voice conjures up a
picture of something like Georgie
Fame singing the Rod Stewart
Song Book. Patto’s vocals lodge
comfortably between the fuzzy jazz
tones of Fame and the Faces’ sand
paper-coarse hard-rock.
The trip from the sixties:

I had taken to wearing sandals
and I'd given up watching TV
1 was rolling up grass in the
American flag and I was sick
From snorting ”C"
I blew my mind out on a trip one
night and I ran all the way
Back to town . . .
I've been beaten and busted and
I've wound up on my own

But there's nothing left that buz
zes me so I'm returning home.
“Hold Your Fire”
It’s been a long time since Time
box were singing "Beggin’ " and
"Lucy In The Sky.” though they
still play the Marquee Club occa
sionally.
"Honesty is scaring me.” Mike
Patto admits. “I’ve found myself
sitting down on my own with an
ugly face and writing. And I’ve
picked it up the next day and gone.
Christ, what’s that? But that’s hon
esty! I’m writing things 1 bloody
well mean. It’s a new phase and I
know it. And Patto are starting a
new phase. A bloody good one.”
Me I've felt your anger
Me I've felt your scorn
Me I don't know nothing
Me I’ve just been born
“You, You Point Your Finger”

I
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Patto: Rebirth
is painTUi lor a group mat once
clubs
teased fan c.
—-- with the color of its underpants.
by Janis Schacht

J. F. Murphy

And Salt:
Bagpipes And
Small Town Folks
1 > ic(ure. if you will, a rock
-L and roll band that opens their
concerts with a lone bagpiper
marching down the aisle, bagpipe
bleating eerily. Then picture, if you
will, a rock band that sings quite a
bit about leprechauns. Sinn Fein,
and the lives of small town folks.
To these ingredients add a fellow
named Murphy and a little in
strumental seasoning. Presto! J.F.
Murphy and Salt!
•J.F. Murphy and Salt is a unique
conglomeration of six virtuoso mu
sicians who together produce a
sound that can only be termed
“Gaelic rock.'' The boys - Ron Al
lard on bagpipe and assorted brass.
Murphy on keyboards and vocals.
Bobby Paiva on drums. George
Christ on harmonica and congas.
Russell War mo Its on bass, and Joe
Parrino on lead guitar— have been
together for a little over two years
and have had quite a rough time
getting their special kind of music
into the spotlight.
“We had a lot of trouble getting a
chance to play.” recalls Murphy
with a grimace, "because we start
ed playing in bars. We’d go into the
place and the owner would say.
You guys do 'Pop Forty?’ ’Oh yeah,
yeah. We play Top Forty.’ We’d go
in and do one Beatles song and the
rest would be our own stuff. At
first, people got a little miffed. It
was an odd scene because you’d be
playing the club and the owner
would be pissed because he never
heard the stuff being played before.
Then, when he’d sec the people
liked our music, he’d be in emotion
al limbo, l ie didn't know how to re
act.”
After stagnating in bars for a
while, the band finally made the
transition to concert work, and in
late 1970 played the now defunct
Fillmore East. “It’s like the World
Series of rock.” recalls J.F. "We
were a little afraid of using the bag
pipes to open with, but the people
really liked us. They knew we were
a new band and were with us all the
way.”
Early in 1971. the group was
signed to Elektra records, and now.
a year later. Murphy and crew are
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J.F. Murphy and Salt: A bit of the leprechaun.

touting their first album on that la
bel. Entitled simply J.F. Murphy
and Salt, the LP defies the tradi
tions of conventional debut releases
by being a live recording. Murphy
explains: “Oh yeah. live. We did a
couple of cuts in the studio and it
sounded nice and everything, but it
wasn’t where the group was at.
There was something lost that we
get in a live performance. Elektra
decided it would be an interesting
experiment to try to record it live.
So we did a concert in Hartford,
and it came out great. The spirit of
the band is there on plastic."
"We did a couple of cuts in the
studio and it sounded nice and ev
erything. but it wasn’t where the
group was at. There was something
lost that we get in a live perform
ance. Elektra decided it would be
an interesting experiment to try to
record it live. So we did a concert in
Hartford, and it came out great.
The spirit of the band is there on
plastic."
The album does indeed capture
the magic of Salt in concert. Begin
ning with the drone of Allard's bag
pipe. the band embarks on a musi
cal excursion which features some

of the most diversified instru
mentation in the rock world today.
Included on the LP are: 'The Ex
ample." a tale of political martyr
dom and frustration. “First Born."
an ode to Murphy's young son. and
“Silver Horn." a classic folk piece
dealing with an old Irish legend.
When questioned as to the origin
of the band's distinctive Irish
folk-rock sound. Murphy <the
writer of the group) confesses. “I
just write things like that. I have
a lot of influences in me from child
hood."
\dmittedly. Murphy and Salt
have a decidedly different approach
to music than most popular groups
around. Murphy's compositions of
ten flutter from tempo to tempo
and the band, at times, is likely to
go into some extended jazz riffing.
Obviously. Salt is not the typical
grunt and groan rock group. “We
don't go over big with people who
dig Cactus and Bloodrock." Mur
phy grins. “If we play with those
bands, needless to say. we bomb.
People that enjoy more musical
groups, listening crowds, usually
dig us."
With the release of J.F. Murphy

and Salt, the band
has time to
relax and perhaps experiment.
“We’re going in a different direc
tion now." says Murphy. “It’s like,
well, we've done that, let's move
on. We’ve finally gotten on plastic
everything we've been doing for the
last two years, which is an accom
plishment. I feel. Now the music is
starting to go to a little more vocal
ly-oriented sound with everyone
taking part. The tunes are a little
shorter too.
We’ve been discarding a lot of
stuff. Sometimes, we'll be working
on a really beautifid song, but if we
can’t fit it into the act it gets
shelved. We have 42 songs we
haven’t even played yet. '
The one thing that has remained
of the utmost importance to Mur
phy and Salt in their two years to
gether is the quality of their misic
and their devotion to it. “If I had
my way." Murphy muses. "I’d like
to get up onstage before we play
and say to an audience. Listen.
Stop jumping up and down, rolling
under the chairs, and smoking a lot
of dope. Shut the hell up and listen!
You can always smoke dope later."
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Collapse Of
The Cocker
Comeback
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Joe Cocker: ”1 can't remember anything
any more," Joe mumbled.
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The crowd gathered in Madison
Square Garden was alive with anti
cipation, awaiting the moment
when Joe Cocker would step up to
the microphone for the first time in
over two years. The appearance
was expected to mark the trium
phant culmination of a Cocker Ca
per that had begun when Joe snuck
secretly into America and had en
ded when his new backers paid a
staggering quarter of a million dol
lars for the right to put him onstage
again. The band was finally an
nounced with a characterless in-

by Wall! Elmlark

troduction that may have been a
portent of the bizarre events to
come. There was no mention of
Cocker’s name, just "give a hand to
the greatest band there is.” The
greatest band there is” managed
to wail pretty impressively. Three
black chicks sang and danced in
Tina Turner’s Ikette style. The
crowd was successfully grooving,
when along came mistake number
one. For their second number the
band played a strangely down tune
. . . and played and played and
played. It’s impossible to sustain a
high-energy boogie atmosphere dur
ing a seventeen-minute down.
Then, from out of nowhere, Joe
appeared at the mike. Heavier by
at least twenty pounds than he’d
been on the Mad Dogs’ tour and
lacking the usual Cocker energy
and enthusiasm, he opened with a
blues rendition of "Love The One
You’re With” and went on to an
other bluesy number whose lyrics
consisted mainly of the words
"woman, woman" repeated twelve
thousand, nine hundred and fif
ty-eight times. "I can't remember
anything anymore, especially this
week,” mumbled Joe. "Let’s just
forget about the lyrics.”
From there, it progressed
straight down. Joe fumbled for
words and time and time again
reached for notes that eluded him.
The audience seemed confused.
They wanted to love him. they
wanted to boogie; they were willing
to do anything to help him out, but
they really weren’t offered the op
portunity. Cocker forgot more lyrics
and cut short several songs in the
middle because they were going no
where, but he refused to give up and
leave the stage. By the end of an
hour, formerly loyal Cocker fans
had begun to walk out on the be
fuddled shouter.
Cocker’s material, while all new.
consisted almost entirely of slow
numbers that seemed to drag on
endlessly. Depressing. Hopefully it
was just a bad night caused by the
strain of a comeback that’s been
hampered at every turn by legal
ities and hassles . . . hopefully.

Marc Bolan: "We did a bad show."

T. Rex Trips Up J
r 1 1 Rex was terrible at Carnegie jjr*
A • Hall, and Marc Bolan was the
first to admit it. The fact of the
matter was that the monitors blew.
and the group couldn’t hear what
they were playing. Marc’s guitars
were knocked over and went out of
tune: and to make matters worse. jSr
the boys had colds. "We don’t
mean to cop out.” said Marc later *jSr
at his hotel. "We did a bad show.
you just can’t play when you can’t
hear each other. But we’ll be back
in the spring, and then New York jf
will really see what we can do.”
T. Rex’s new album will be released any day now. Musically it
won’t be a huge departure. It’s rock
and roll oriented, but the packaging
is supposed to be a "revelation.”
Just what that means will be •Si
known when the album is released,
since it seems to be the best kept
secret since the allegedly missing
Bangla Desh money.
Watch for J. Geils to emerge as
one of the new Super groups. The
band hit the stage at the Academy
of Music with an energy level so
high it seemed impossible to keep it
up for two or three songs, let alone jJF.
a solid hour. Keep it up they certainly did, and with each song their
energy seemed to be transferred to
the audience, who in turn sent it
back toward the stage. Lead singer
Peter Wolf looked like a cosmic wizard dressed in black bell bottoms,
long black over tunic, a second over
tunic in black with rhinestones and jfir
high lace-up silver boots. He kept
the audience mesmerized with his »Jr
unceasing whirlwind of movement.
The J. Geils Band rock and roll
straight through without let-up.
They are tight, together, highly pro
fessional and on their way to the
moon.
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Yes has recorded their latest al
bum live at New York’s Academy
of Music. This English group has
been gaining in popularity steadily
in the past year and a half. Their
followers show immense en
thusiasm—as you will hear on the
album. The group's sound, while
still keeping to beautiful vocal har
monies. seems to have become
much louder and harder musically.
They play more and sing less—a
change that many lament.
Robert Fripp (King Crimson) has
started his own record label and
publishing company in London.
The label is called Heavenly, and
the publishing company, naturally.
Heavenly Music. Heavenly’s prod
uct will be launched near the end of
the summer. Fripp is still looking
for a solo artist and a group to
round out the list of first releases.
Elton John is adding new dimen
sion to his act; a new album and a
new Scottish guitarist. “Up to now
the piano was the dominant in
strument,” says Bernie Taupin, El
ton’s lyricist, “but with the addi
tion of Dave Johnston everything
has changed. Dave plays electric
guitar, acoustic guitar, banjo, sitar
and flute. He takes a lot of the
pressure off of Elton and opens all
kinds of new vistas for the group.
Our new album. Honey Chateau, is
quite a departure from our past al
bums. Everything is a lot freer and
much more simplistic. No more
strings and fancy orchestration;
just the group.”

Hard Streak
From Yes

Elton Burns His Strings Behind Him
Honky Chateau (on Decca) was
recorded in a French castle owned
by French writer Michel Mann.
The castle is a new concept in
recording studios. You don’t just
book time and record there. You ac
tually move in. There are 41 bed
rooms and all kinds of French
cooks serving fantastic meals.
Bernie’s been writing lyrics for
Elton about three and a half years.
However, he would like an identity
of his own. “Elton’s lyrics take very
little time. I just write them and
hand them to him and he does all
the rest. Actually. I’d like to write
childrens’ books eventually. I do
have a childrens' book of nonsense
verse together already.” He also
has one album on Elektra, Bernie
Taupin, and his second is in the
works.

. *
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Elton John: Kicking out the fancy orches
tration.

A Nutty Night Of Kinks
The Kinks camped it up out
rageously at Carnegie Hall. Ray
Davies tripped onto the stage carry
ing a pot of flowers, rested them on
the piano, switched over to his mike
amidst a fanfare fling played by
the rest of the group, then joined his
mates in taking a deep bow. So en
ded the first number. Ray in
troduced the group and finished
with “Guess you all know who I
am. Johnny Cash.” Someone in the
audience yelled out "1 Want You.”
which happens to be a song title.
Ray smiled brightly and said. "Why
thank you.” Not too much later
Davies’ amp blew, and Ray gave an
on the spot rendition of "One of
these Days” to fill in time. He also
led the audience once through "You
are my Sunshine.” and had no

James Taylor, who seemed to
have dropped out of sight, actually
was in seclusion while writing the
material for his new album on
Warner Brothers. His manager. Pe
ter Asher, reports the writing has
been completed, and the album is
scheduled to make its appearance
during the summer.
Mylon has a new album about to
be released, and rumor has it that

trouble getting the crowd to join in.
They were with Ray and the Kinks
all the way.
White Witch is the name of a
group of fine boys who come from
the Tampa Florida area, have an
album called White Witch about to
be released on Capricorn Records
and feel they have a mission to ful
fill through music.
"We re here to try and make the
people realize there is something
more. We know how simple but
how vast the cosmic conscience is.
We're trying to pass on some of
that knowledge. If we can make a
few people at each concert look in
side themselves. If only a few
people hear our lyrics and start to
think, we’ve accomplished some
thing meaningful to us.”

this one is the winner. The album
was recorded in Atlanta where My
lon owns a church. The group finds
this the perfect place to get in
spiration foi their writing and re
hearsing. The songs on the new al
bum are softer and lyrically more
impressive than the compositions
that made up the last LP (Mylon),
and the entire product comes more
directly from and says more about
Mylon and Holy Smoke.
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Yes: What happened to the vocal harmonies?
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Yes Gets
The Jackpot

london
Jinxes Smack
The Faces

Faces: Struck by bottles, thieves
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/^Vnstage the Faces have been
V-Jplaying with a Circus-load of
Barnum and Bailey acts, and off
stage they’ve been tripping through
an unbelievable sideshow of freak
accidents. First came Ron Wood’s
attempt to return from a vacation
in Hawaii to the peace and tran
quility of his home in England. On
a plane between L.A. and New
York, the bag containing his
$400 Martin guitar mysteriously
dropped out of sight, never to be
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by Kenneth Howards

seen again.Then came an eight-anda-half-hour delay in the departure
of the Woods’ plane from New York
to London. Finally, at two-thirty in
the morning the drowsy guitarist
and his wife dragged themselves
onto the airplane and took off. only
to discover when they finally land
ed in London that another piece of
luggage was missing. This one held
Mrs. Woods’ irreplaceable collec
tion of antique clothing. “Ah, well!
It could be worse.” thought the ex
asperated string plucker and his
spouse, “at least we’re home." But
yet another surprise awaited them
when they opened the door to their
cozy little castle—local thieves had
beaten them to the punch and plun
dered the place.
And that was just the beginning.
A month later in Holland, Wood
lost another guitar . . . God only
knows how! And a few hundred
miles further on. in Germany, the
entire band arrived at a concert
only to discover that storms and
closed roads had held up the arrival
of the trucks carrying their equip
ment. While their three tons of mu
sical gear was slowly wending its
way to the concert hall, the au
dience grew restless, bored, and
angry. Then the lads in the band
made a critical error. Floundering
around the innards of the building,
they stepped through the door that
led to the stage and suddenly found
themselves face to face with a
snarling mob. Beer cans and broken
bottles flew menacingly through
the air, and the Faces hastily re
treated to the safety of the wings.
Unfortunately, once the equipment
was set up and the music ready to
roll, the audience felt no merrier
than it had before. Another barrage
of coke cans, bottles and plastic
cups whistled across the footlights.
Rod Stewart reportedly hurled his
microphone into the surly crowd
midway through his first number
and led the group back to the dress
ing room while several furious fans
jumped the barricades and unsuc
cessfully attempted to chase after
them.

Yes have finally worked their
way into the big money bracket.
They’ve been booked on an Ameri
can tour for July which some esti
mate will suck three-quarters of a
million dollars into the box offices.
It’s farewell to the Mungo Jerry
who kept last year’s warm after
noons jumping with “In The Sum
mertime.’’ Two members of the
group have jumped ship; and
though they’ve been replaced.
Mungo will be sailing into the fu
ture with its compass set for the
coastline of a harder rock and roll.
Says one spokesman. “They don’t
just sit and play now. Ray Dorset
does a lot of leaping about on
stage.”

Yes: Sucking in the greenbacks.

Friction Hits
Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young
The tangled web of Crosby, Stills,
Nash & Young offshoots becomes
more intricate than ever now that
Steve Stills has asserted his inde
pendence by touring with his own
band Manassas. Stills pulled the
group together as a studio crew to
record his new double album (also
called Manassas), then decided to
take them out on the road. Does
this mean Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young has been quietly laid to rest?

Tull Hoodwinks
The Press

Ian Anderson: Snickering behind his sleeve.

Britain’s leading music paper.
Melody Maker, still believes that
the words to Jethro Tull’s Thick As
A Brick were spun by eight
year-old schoolboy Gerald Bostock.
One of Ian Anderson’s henchmen in
the press relations department
spread the story several months
ago. then admitted to Circus editor
Howard Bloom that the tale was
pure poppycock and chuckled un
controllably as he told how the
British press had swallowed it
hook, line and sinker. But the Eng
lish papers, oblivious to the error of
their ways, continue to pat the non
existent Bostock on the back for his
"impressive’’ piece of literature.

Stills answered that question when
he invited a few members of the
press out to his sprawling Surrey
mansion for an afternoon of conver
sation and a preview listen to his
album. Basically, he said, the scene
within the group and the pressures
that came from its success were
getting too heavy to handle, and he
wanted to pull out of it until things
cooled down. But he stressed that
the group had been deliberately set
up so that each member could go off
on his own when the going got
rough, and come back again later
on. In this case. Stills is going to
hold back till the others stop think
ing he’s out to undermine their
songs. In other words, there still zs

The geography of Beach Boys ter
ritory has been going through some
drastic changes. Old landmarks
that the earth once seemed to have
swallowed are heaving to the sur
face again, and a few new moun
tains have stationed themselves on
the horizon. For the first time since
the day in 1966 when Bruce John
ston filled the gully left by Brian
Wilson’s retirement from live per
formance. two new members have
been planted on Beach Boys soil.
Surprisingly enough, they are black
South Africans Ricky Fataar and
Blondie Chaplin, who’ll take their

a Crosby, Stills. Nash & Young.
But while the others play mix and
match with each other. Stills is
roaming the stages of Europe.
America, and Australia with a
six-man band that has impressive
credentials of its own. Chris Hill
man (guitar) and Al Perkins (steel
guitar and Telecaster) both came
from the Byrds and the Flying Bur
rito Brothers; then there's Fuzzy
Samuels, who handled the drums
on the first CSN&Y tours and al
bums; plus Joe Lala (congas) and
Paul Harris (organ). Now the prob
lem will be to keep this group from
running aground on the rocks that
have put a dent in the hull of Cros
by. Stills, etc..

rest of the group finally heard it. is
being dug out of the rubble of ob
scurity and is due to see the light of
day this coming fall.
And five albums which had
once sunken into the quicksand of a
legal dispute with Capitol records

Earthquakes In
Beach Boy
Land

Beach Boys: New members and the rise of old
landmarks.

place in the back of the stage as
drummer and bassist, but will
throw their voices and song writing
abilities up front. The old Beach
Boys’ name, long buried beneath
the sands of history, has risen to
the surface again as part of the title
for the latest Beach Boys album.
Carl and the Passions—So Tough.
Smile, the LP that Brian Wilson
created alone in his days of acid up
heaval and that was then lost in an
avalanche of disapproval when the

have now been pulled out of the
mire by an out-of-court settlement
and will eventually be offered to
the public by Warner Brothers. All
these changes in the terrain have .
given the-members of the band an
invigorating change of scenery.
Said Dennis Wilson while com
menting on the addition of Ricky
and Blondie, “I don’t remember
having this much fun before. Now I
would rather just stand up and sing
background."
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west coast

by Jacoba Atlas

Strain
Behind The
Mountain
Breakup
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XXThen Leslie West, Corky Laing
▼ V and Jack Bruce dropped into
Los Angeles secretly to de some re
hearsing. they revealed t.iat Leslie
and Corky’s split with Felix Pappalardi was not quite as amicable
as they would have liked. In Lon
don. Felix stepped off a plane to be
handed the headline “Bruce to Join
Mountain, Pappalardi Out.” Some
how the news of the line-up change
had reached the British press in a
form that West and Laing would
never have approved of. The old
Mountain line-up still had com
mitments in England, and per
forming together after the headline
incident proved more than a slight
strain.
Felix Pappalardi, one of the best
musicians and producers ever to
grace a stage, is now channeling his
talent into production and writing.
Meanwhile. West, Bruce and
Laing, as the new group will be
known, are single-handedly fight
ing tendencies to be called WB&L
West, Bruce and Laing: The split was not as
warm as they would have liked.
along the lines of ELP.
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Ex-Tull
Makes Good

Black Sabbath: Crying all the way to the
top of the charts.

The English have been in town
with a vengence during the last few
weeks, cleaning up both financially
and critically. Mark-Almond was at
the Troubadour, providing the ex
ceptional styling and musicianship
that has become their trademark.
Their closing set was broadcast live
over FM radio. King Crimson
played the Santa Monica Civic Au-

so CIRCUS

ditorium and triggered a heavy out
burst of enthusiasm. Yes, Black Sab
bath and Wild Turkey were all at the
Forum together. Yes got the good
reviews (along with Wild Turkey),
while Sabbath got most of the
bread. Black Sabbath is another
one of those bands cherished by cer
tain “younger” members of the
rock audience, while damned by
certain “older” critics of the rock
establishment. The group cries all
the way to the top of the charts.
Wild Turkey is an off-shoot of
Jethro Tull, more or less. It’s led by
Glenn Cornick, who used to be
Tull’s bass player. The group is a
good old rock and roll band, ca
pable of subtle, acoustic numbers
but specializing, this time around,
in get up and move boogie. Being
crammed into a 30 minute time
spot (they are the opening act) hin
ders their performances, but the
group compensates for the barriers
of brevity by giving forth a tight
act.

_
Cornick. funny and down to
earth, is not at all averse to opening
the bill and letting loose his music
without the fripperies of stardom.
“‘We did that bullshit about getting
a house in the country to get our
selves together and rehearse. We
rented a big farm house up in
Wales but only got in about two
weeks of rehearsals. The rest of the
time we just fooled around. I need
pressure.
“Every day at four o’clock we’d
have to stop rehearsing for an hour
while the cows came home. It seems
the loud noise upset them too
much.”
Cornick is also dead set against
all this “special studio talk' that
permeates so many musicians and
producers’ conversations. “All stu
dios are basically the same, and
this good vibe bit is really silly.
You need somebody who knows
what nobs to turn, and you need
good musicians. The rest of it is
just so much talk."
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The Persuasions are doing a series
of benefit concerts for Angela Davis.

Czech director Milos Forman has
been set to film Hair. Remember
that first rock musical. Io those
many years ago? Godspell, a more
recent rock musical, has also been
purchased by a major studio for the
wide-screen treatment.
A fa vor: iv
Checking <>. ?i i
for a Roilifind the Ro.

asti me in I,.A.:
recording studios
<•. The object? To
ones.

Joni Miti
n concert at the
Music Center .
Los Angeles.
proved not hr . ^'art of magical for
her myriad of triends. Alone on
stage playin r three instruments
and introducing at least six new
songs. Joni enchanted an already
worshipful crowd. One devoted ad
mirer traded thirty dollars and a
twelfth row seat just to get a ticket
that would put him in the second
row. Joni elicits that kind of re
sponse.
'Phe audience for the most part
was subdued, clapping at the begin
ning of almost every song, including
one they didn't really recognize
(Joni once called out, "You don’t
know this one. yet”). Requests
from the audience were thankfully
held to a minimum, except toward
the end. when Joni finally let out
with. "I’m a radio, not a record

Lily Tomlin Drops ‘Laugh In’
Lily Tomlin, who recently won the
Grammy Award for Best Comedy
Album, is in conceptual dispute
with television's Lautth-In. In a re
cent interview she stated that the
producers had shackled her ideas
and hindered her characters, par
ticularly the wonderful Edith Ann.
exposed for the first time in all her
real glory on the new Edith Ann
And That's the Truth release (on
Polydor).

player, and I’m the only channel.”
She closed her lengthy set (over
one hour and a half despite a bad
cold) with the "Circle Game.” call
ing to the stage a four man chorus
that included managers David Geffen and Elliot Roberts, singer Jackson Browne and Asylum Records
executive John Hartman. Up in
Berkeley a few nights before, that
same chorus was comprised of Da
vid Crosby. Neil Young and Jackson
Browne and the ever present mother
hen Elliot Roberts.
Jackson Browne, who many
people consider one of the finest
new talents in this country, opened
the show to an outstanding recep
tion. But there were some who felt
he’s a little too ordinary, too simple
in his choice of words and mes
sages. and recalls too many other
singer composers.

Lily Tomlin: Laugh In kept her jokes in chains.

The Doors are in the midst of
their first European tour since re
grouping into a performing band.
The tour began April 27 and ran
through the middle of May. Their
new album, completed before they
left on the tour, was recorded at
A&M studios under the produc
ership of Henry Louie. Meanwhile.
Black Oak Arkansas are recording
another album in Miami at the Cri
teria Recording Studio.
Black Oak Arkansas: Cutting another disk.

Joni Mitchell’s Magic
Joni Mitchell: One concert-goer paid S30.00 just to move ten rows closer.

There’s a new album due out
from Crosby, Stills and Nash, minus
Neil Young. The tapes are complete,
so it’s up to Atlantic when to re
lease the product.
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hotwaxpredictions
Since music tastes and preferences
vary, CIRCUS asks FM Programmers
to predict what five records will be
most likely to top the lists when we
appear on the newsstand. Here are our
predictions.

Is there an FM ROCK STATION In
your area that you feel deserves a list
ing in CIRCUS? Write Art Ford, Hot
Wax, CIRCUS Magazine, 866 UN Plaza,
New York, N. Y. 10017 ... and we’ll
check it out right away!

CHUM-FM (Toronto)
1. Back Off Boogaloo — Ringo Starr
2. Brown Dust — Family
3. Fool Mate — Peter Hammill
4. Hot Wacks-------- The Wackers
5. Nursery Cream — Genesis

KSAN-FM (San Francisco)
1. Celebration — El Chicano
2. Tim Rose
3. Do You Hear Me — Rufus Thomas
4. D&B Together — Delaney &
Bonnie
5. Together — Jesse Colin Young
WRNO-FM (New
.
. A
1. Recall the Bt
Steve Miller
Journey Fro; •
Band
2. Smokin’ — ; 'j-nble Firuro Tull
3. Thick As A 3
4. Sailin Shoe. - i.ittfc esat
;:t-< J .sung Heros
Forgotten S.
— John Kay
CHOM-FM (Montreal)
1. Renee Claude
2. Something/Anything? — Todd
Rundgren
3. Jackson Browne
4. Robert Charle — Bois
5. The Inner Mounting Flame —
John McLaughlin
HOT WAX ON CAMPUS

WVBC-FM
(Boston, Mass.)
1 _
Teen-age Licks — Stone the Crows
Eat A Peach — Allman Brothers
2
3. Live Cream
Don Quixote — Gordon Lightfoot
5. Historic Figures and Ancient Heads
—Canned Heat
WMUH-FM (Muhlenberg College,
Allentown, Penna.)
Hellbound Train — Savoy Brown
2. Roadwork — Edgar Winter
3. Spotlight Kid — Captain Beefheart
4. Isle of View — Jimmy Spheeris
5. Music of My Mind — Stevie
Wonder

52CIKCUS

WPLJ-FM (New York)
1. Graham Nash/David Crosby
2. Bealtitude — Staple Singers
3. Manassas — Steve Stills
4. Exile on Main Street — Rolling
Stones
5. Sittin’ In — Kenny Loggins, Jim
Messina

WPLO-FM (Atlanta)
1. ID&B
---------Together — Delaney &
Bonnie
2. Smokin’ — Humble Pie
3. Forgotton Songs and Unsung Heros
— John Kay
4. Gone to My Head — Andy Brown
5. Alvin Lee and Co. — Ten Years
After

WKTK-FM (Baltimore)
David Crosby/Graham Nash
2. D&B Together — Delaney &
Bonnie
3. Bare Trees — Fleetwood Mac
History of Eric Clapton
5. Kink Kronikles

WMMR-FM (Philadelphia)
D&B Together — Delaney &
1.-------Bonnie
.2. History of Clapton — Eric Clapton
3. Live Cream — Vol. II
Fairyland — Larry Coryell
5*. Gold Sunrise on Magic Mountain
— Leon Thomas

WCMF-FM (Rochester)
1. History of Clapton — Eric Clapton
2. Rio Grande Mud — Z. Z. Top
3. Celebration — El Chicano
Paintings — Mike Quarto Jam
Band
5. Merrimack County — Tom Rush

KEG-(Sacramento State College,
California)
1. FM&AM — George Carlin
2. Fragile — Yes
3. Rockin the Fillmore — Humble Pie
4. Good and Dusty — Youngbloods
5. Tupelo Honey — Van Morrison

BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT
AT JAGGER’S BREAKFAST TABLE
newsstand ten minutes after the
last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been in bed sick
with no one to run out and pick up
Circus for you. You could have been
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while
the last Circus walked away with
someone else.
You could have been off in the
woods or up in the mountains or
just plain all-day spaced while that
newsstand man blew his last copies.
Man, how high and dry you could
have been.
BUT if you’d been clever, you
could have had it easy, safe, sure
and secure. With that man who's
never stopped by rain or sleet or
slush or snow slipping a fresh and
shiny Circus through that slot in
your door every month.

...Peter Townshend lounged in a
swanky restaurant and rapped to
us abou
w synthesizers and mov
ie came
ould put the adrenaline
back in
Ring
Itled himself by a swimmi ng pc
. Spain to tell us about
the day- \ men Paul was hounding
him with; a lawsuit.
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Yes Shake-Up
Shapes 4th Disk
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J Mail to:

...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that "I’m Going
Home" is not where Ten Years After
is at.
...Dr. John The Night Tripper sat
down to a telephone in L A. and told
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric
Clapton to play on his latest album.
And you could have missed it all.
You could have gotten to the
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Why Has Dylan Come Back?
by Patrick ("Willie Boy") Salvo,
Feathers of an Angel

■■

While The Tribute To Woody Guthrie LP resurrects
tive Dylan of 1968, today's Dylan is running through
escapades that one friend tabbed as “something you
the Lennons to pull.”

Dylan with the Band at New York's Academy
of Music: The Lennons seem to be exercising
a major influence on Dylan's reemergence.
After Bob released "George Jackson." they
joined a "Movement Tribunal" that pardoned
Dylan for his past support of rightwing
causes, then helped him get into the studio
with poet Allen Ginsberg, to record the
as-yet unr<*leased LP //••/> Vuw/ /■//»»<<//

w-.
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■
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Dylan at the Bangla Desh concert: For
first time since his motorcycle accident.
lan has begun to nip out of hiding, startle
world with sudden appearances, then

KTot since 1967. when he suf
-LNfered his motorcycle accident
and disappeared from public view,
has Bob Dylan been the subject of
so many books and articles and ap
peared on so many LP’s. Two
lengthy biographies have recently
appeared, one music paper has run
a series of in-depth articles on Dy
lan’s history, the Bangla Desh and
Tribute To Woody Guthrie LP’s
have resurrected old Dylan per
formances and songs, and even the
stuffy Xeie York Times Sunday
Magazine has gotten into the race
to uncover the story of Dylan's ear
ly life. But while authors like Tony
Scaduto and Toby Thompson dig
at the riddle of yesterday’s Dylan,
today's Dylan is creating a mystery
far more intriguing. For the first
time since his motorcycle accident.
Dylan has begun to nip out of hid
ing. startle the world with sudden
appearances, then disappear again.
Perplexing contradictions: After
having gone back to calling himself
Robert Zimmerman about a year
ago. not to mention having alleged
ly contributed funds to the militant
right-wing Jewish Defense League
(JDL) and having taken Karate les
sons from JDL members, he did an
about-face and released the politi
cally radical single "George Jackson." then showed up on the New
ark. New Jersey, television pro
gram "Free Time" and strummed
unannounced in the background
while Allen Ginsberg and his
friends attempted to expose certain
government leaders as the major
morphine smugglers in the world.
After being interviewed by for-

the
Dy
the
dis-

mer police reporter and current
(unauthorized) Dylan biographer
“Tough" Tony Scadutto. then stat
ing. "I like your book, that’s the
weird thing about it.” he stormed
the Village Voice offices (along
with his Y i ppie-Zionist friend
one-legged Terry, the Dylan family
dog Sash, and videotape equip
ment) to protest the newspaper’s
refusal to print a libelous letter
concerning author Scadutto. And
after years of maintaining his
anonymity with the diligence of a
Soviet spy. he suddenly turned up
backstage at the Apollo theater to
visit the Staple Singers, then unex
pectedly materialized for a surprise
concert appearance, this time as
guest of The Band at New York's
Academy of Music. Does all this
mean that Dylan has finally de
cided to come out of hiding? Is his
music about to regain the freshness
it had in the 60’s? Has he decided
once again to devote his songs to a
crusade for the social and political
values he seemed to abandon after
his motorcycle accident?
Glimpse of the past: Alas, the lat
est Dylan record provides no clue to
his future intentions, just a remin
der of his past roots. The record is
volume one of the historic Tribute
To Woody Guthrie concert album
recorded in 1968 at Carnegie Hall
and in 1970 at the Hollywood
Bowl. The two-record set (one LP
is issued by Warner Brothers, the
other by Columbia) includes per
formances by Dylan as well as by
Arlo Guthrie. Odetta. Judy Collins.
Pete Seeger. Richie Havens, Tom
Paxton, Joan Baez, Peter Fonda,

Country Joe McDonald. Earl Rob
inson and Ramblin’ Jack Elliott.
The set marks the first time that
two competitive record companies
have joined forces on a single proj
ect. All sales of the two LP's will
be tabulated on a joint basis, with
proceeds going to the newly created
Woody Guthrie 'Tribute Fund—
dedicated to wiping out Hunt
ington’s disease, the illness that
killed Woody.
Guthrie was the man whom Dy
lan once called his "last idol” and
in many ways tried to emulate dur
ing his early rise to folk fame.
Young Bobby seemed "possessed”
by this singing dust storm they
called Woody. As a 20-year-old.
wet-behind-the-ears, smart-ass kid.
Dylan used to make weekly ex
oduses to East Orange, New Jersey,
along with the likes of Ramblin'
Jack Elliott and Cisco Houston in
order to swap tales and sing with
Woody at his death bed. Before
Guthrie died (in October of ’67).
Dylan wrote the immortal "Song
To Woody” (on the LP Hob Dylan.
from Columbia). After Dylan had
sung it to the weary tunesmith.
Guthrie’s pale, dying face turned to
a brilliant, sunlit smile of joy as he
told the youngster. "That’s good.
Bob. That’s damned good.” Later,
when Dylan had left the scene.
Woody was reported to have said,
"That boy’s got a voice. Maybe he
won’t make it by his writing, but he
can sing it. He can really sing it.”
Holy Soul Jellyroll: Dylan’s spot
on the Guthrie LP. recorded at the
Carnegie Hall program, was a dra
matic thirteen-minute shocker that
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marked his only live performance
of that year. The songs he sang
(Woody Guthries “Dear Mrs.
Roosevelt.” “Grand Coulee Dam.”
and “1 Ain’t Got No Home”) were
simple enough. Yet backed by The
Band. Dylan electrified the SRO
crowd with a dazzling display of
stop-and-go rock patterns reminis
cent of the hip-shakin' Presley era.
and left most of the folk purists
stunned.
But the real question right now
does not concern what Dylan has
done in the past: it concerns what
he intends to do in the future. What
shape will his comeback take next?
Dylan has recently been recording
another album that may add a new
clue to the puzzle of his plans. The
LP is Holy Soul Jellyroll (due to be
released on Apple Records), where
he functions as a side man for
poet-genius Allen Ginsberg. It con
tains a mixture of songs by William
Blake, the visionary and rebellious
18th Century poet, plus improvisa

tions. and “new rhymed forms.”
and was recorded under the spon
sorship of John Lennon. Accom
panying Dylan and Ginsberg on the
record are Happy Traum. David
Amram. a Buddhist cellist and sev
eral other assorted poets, musi
cians. and freaks (such as Andrei
Voznesensky and 50’s beat poet.
Gregory Corso). Ginsberg, who was
one of the founding fathers of the
beat culture and remains one of the
most venerable underground figures
today, stated that the new LP came
about after Dylan had attended a
Ginsberg-Peter Orlovsky poetry
reading in Greenwich Village. “He
came over to our pad the same eve
ning.” Ginsberg said, “and picked
up a guitar that was around and
started improvising. He started to
play the blues, and I started mak
ing up lyrics, just weird things that
made him start giggling at first.
Then Dylan said. ’Why don’t we go
over to the studio and do this?'
Then I got really inspired and

i
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S
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At the Tribute To Woodie Guthrie concert in
1968, Dylan electrified the SRO crowd with a
dazzling display of stop-and-go rock patterns
reminiscent of the hip-shakin* Presley era,
and left most of the folk purists stunned.

wrote out a long poem called ’Sep
tember on Jessore Road’ based on a
trip I'd taken to the refugee camps
between Calcutta and East Pakis
tan last September . . . which Dy
lan dug as a great poem—for him.
The best he thought that I’d done
since ’Howl.’ So we collaborated
over a period of weeks and made a
record.”
What Next? According to Gins
berg. the point of the record, which
by the way features Dylan playing
and singing mantras and Blake
choruses, was to try and “spiritu
alize the whole pop scene” and ”to
see if we could come up with some
thing that would be eternally . . .
reverberant.” So it would seem that
Dylan is once again on the track of
some vigorously idealistic projects.
But his millions of fans still won
der if Dylan is finally willing to re
turn to his lofty role as spokesman
for a generation. At least one jaded
reporter thinks not. and calls Dyl
an’s latest escapades mere “furtive
press pullings.” while a close friend
tabbed them as “something you’d
expect the Lennons to pull.” But
the real answer to the puzzle of
Dylan’s new emergence from seclu
sion is still, as the man himself
once said, “biowin’ in the wind”
and won’t be spelled out until the
release of his next original LP. Bor
when it comes to Bob Dylan, every
record adds a chapter to his story.
Dylan is his own mythmaker - and
the myth unfolds in his songs.
•
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FREE! FREE! FREE!
FOR EVERY THREE FILMS
YOU ORDER, YOU WILL
RECEIVE A FREE, SUPER
BONUS BEATLE FILM!!!
YES, THE GROUP HAS SPLIT, BUT YOU
CAN HAVE THEM TOGETHER FOREVER
ON PROFESSIONAL 8MM FILM OR SUPER
8MM FILM FOR ALL BEATLES HOME PRO
JECTORS. THIS MAY BE YOUR LAST
CHANCE - ACT NOW!!!!!

Fantastic Special
^■>pvaFREE! You will receive a catalog with every one of your orders,
•
A nd now, as a special offer to you, we have available a BEATLE
•
■ ■^'"“Poster from one of their last recording sessions for only $2.00. See below
Live at Shea Stadium
□□ The Princess and the Beatles
New Look Beatles
□□ Best Scene in "Hard Day's Night"
Around the World with John and Yoko □□ Behind Scenes in "Hard Day's Night"
Behind Scenes in "Help"
I'm Down
□I Wanna Be Your Man
I Wanna Hold Your Hand
□All My Loving
Twist and Shout
□Can’t Buy Me Love
Ticket to Ride
□Dance With Me
Hey Jude
□Tell Me Why
Yellow Submarine
□She Loves You
Beatles at Hollywood Bowl
□Hard Day's Night
Beatles Meet Royalty
plus this special:
Arrival at the Palace
FS.Super BMM
□Beatles Before Becoming
8MM Be sure the check the correct box for films.
Famous "What I Say"
Indicate whether it is 8MM or Super 8MM
□Let It Be
that you wish.
BEATLE Poster only $2.00
(Recording Session)

f <Super 8MM
• MM
-------

Movie Buys Box 1604. Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

L

$6.95 :
FILM OF
BEATLES
WITH PURCHASE!
FREE BEATLE FILM WITH
ARGUS VIEWER!!!!!
Use this great Argus Viewer
to see Beatles or any other
8MM or SUPER 8MM Film
any place you go! No elec
tricity or attachments needed.
Carry it in your purse or
pocket. It goes where you go.

PLEASE SEND ME THE FILM(S) I HAVE CHECKED IN THE COUPON.
ALL FILMS ARE $5.95 unless they are SUPER 8MM and then they

are $6.95 ALL FILMS ARE 100 FOOTERS!!!!
/ have enclosed payment of 1----------------- —
Cash
Check
Money Order
I have added 50c to cover postage and handling.
Add $1 for foreign orders.

CITY_____

NAME.

STATE

ADDRESS.

CITY.

NAME___
ADDRESS

STATE.

-ZIP NO

ZIP

movie reviews
The Concert For Bang la Desh:

"VT ow the flash of last fall’s
-LN excitement has died. The
emergence of a film on the Bangla
Desh concert is no longer an ex
plosive event. And to rekindle ex
citement the picture must have an
artful urgency of its own. While this
film faithfully reproduces the con
cert, sparing us the ingenious visual
hogepodges which frequently em
bellish efforts of this type, it fails to
stir an emotional response of com
mensurate impact.
Perhaps the problem is the sta
tionary cameras which cannot
pierce the unsympathetic confines
of bam-like Madison Square Gar
den. The result is a newsreel rather
than a documentary—a newsreel
with an outstanding score.
Still, the straight-ahead lensing
and its over-tendency for the close
up does reveal an empassioned sub
tlety. George Harrison’s smooth
and unostentatious leadership
heightens the urgent gravity cap
tured there in his eyes. In those
eyes the lofty purpose of the Con
cert for Bangla Desh is reflected.
And that, after all, is the Concert’s
significance.
The Godfather:

Now that the deserved critical
praise has subsided, a curious phe
nomenon is taking place. Zealous
patrons who flock to the theaters
showing The Godfather to stand in
Woodstock-like lines and be fleeced
of four beans a head by Paramount
and Loew’s seem more disposed toward discussing the incredible lines
they have to stand in than the film.
You can pry a “Terrific” out of
them, but so far the star is the
queue.
But think. If ripped-off mov
ie-goers will stand on ridiculous
lines, shell out four bucks a head
and still enjoy the flick, and enthu
siastically relate—with nary a
complaint about the admission
price—then The Godfather has got
to be not only a super hit, but a su-
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by Paul Ringe

The Godfather: Dances faithfully on the puppet
strings of the book.

per film.
It is a super film—everything
readers of the book could have ex
pected and all that non-readers
could have imagined. The most as
tute insight into organized crime
and criminal-businessmen ever
made. The Godfather is to the ’70’s
what Public Enemy, Dead End et
al. were to the ’30’s. The genre of
the ’30’s focussed on anti-social re
percussions of poverty and hunger;
The Godfather unmasks the face
less framework of the family oper
ation.
The Godfather recalls the Holly
wood glory days when projects of
this scope with so many meaty
roles were referred to as star
makers. Strangely, the star that
The Godfather makes is Brando.
It restores him to the front
line.
In the title role, which in years to
come will be remembered as vividly
as his work in On the Waterfront
and A Streetcar Named Desire, he
dominates the action to such a de
gree that, as in the book, you’re al
ways aware of the Godfather’s pres
ence. When Brando was off-screen,
I couldn’t wait ’til he got back on.
In contrast to recent perform
ances for which he assumed affect
ed and pretentious character
izations, he draws from life, ex
uding titanic power, cunning and
understanding and a nobility of he
roic porportions. Performing in his
shadow, Al (Panic In Needle Park)
Pacino and James (TV’s “Brian’s
Song") Caan, respectively as Mi
chael and Sonny, and Robert Du
vall as Tom Hagen are uniformly
excellent.
Director-writer Francis Ford
Coppola has translated Mario
Puzo’s entertaining bestseller with
a literalness reminiscent of the film
adaptation of “Gone With the
Wind.” He evinces a sensitive eye
and feeling for period—the post
War ’40’s—as well as a balance be-

tween the intimate nature of per
sonal relationships and the massive
size of the story.
If anything, the film is too much
tied to the book. It is structured in
a way which nearly loses the
stream of the who-du-v-vbat n a
backwash of sudden ar •• ' olence. The cleverly
the Baptism scene y
with the bloody ven, In its rendering of •
between the God A
youngest son, it bet!
ence on the presume
bulk of movie-goer.the book. The sensit:
Brando in the crucial t
quence saves it.
The movie The Godfather, then,
as its advertising art might suggest,
dances faithfully on the puppet
strings of the book. But a puppet
act never played to such long and
satisfied lines.
The Emigrants:

If The Godfather, in its sweeping
delineation of an unholy dynasty,
recalls Gone With the Wind, then
E migrants projects the force of
Birth Of A Nation.
Nominated for Best Foreign
Language Film, The Emigrants is a
three-hour effort of enriching and
stunning impact. Based on the first
half of an epic Swedish quartet of
books, it soars free of the written
word, accumulating majestic emo
tional momentum on the wings of
an eloquent simplicity of charac
ters and a fluid and prodigious vis
ual grace.
Jan Troell. 31 year old Swedish
film-maker, has directed, co
written. photographed and edited
this motion picture, a yeomanlike,
one-man feat staggering in its meti
culous care and clarity. The cast
members, headed by the more
well-known Max Von Sydow and
Liv Ullman, are painfully and joy
fully and formidably real.
Historical films have a way of
mistakenly imparting an aware
ness on the part of their characters
that they are participating in a
happening which later will be stud
ied in history courses. Troell pro
jects the miraculous perception of
people-making movements rather
than movements being made up of
people. His point of view is refresh
ing and compelling, and his film is
possibly the most beautiful I have
ever seen.
•
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Because of a vicious battle over Grand Funk’s
multi-million dollar empire, Mark,
Don & Mel could be the best last record they’ll ever make.
by Steve Ditlea

hat a jolt it must have been for
Terry Knight, skilled engineer
of Grand Funk Railroad’s amazing
ride to glory. There he was, barreling

along at full speed with the horizon
his only boundary, green lights all the
way, and not a warning signal in sight.
Suddenly a stranger leaps on board,

and Knight finds himself grappling
with John Eastman, the sly signalman
who helped sidetrack Paul McCartney
from the Beatles. Inside the dimly lit
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Grand Funk Railroad: A strange
gentleman appeared at the
Chase Manhattan Bank and
claimed the right to empty
GFR’s bulging hank account.
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cab, two crafty fighters unleash threats
of mighty lawsuits in a battle over the
throttle as the colossal clean-music
machine lurches out of control while
Grand Funk’s by now queasy riders,
Mark, Mel and Don, hang on for dear
life. The trinity's faithful, the Bro
thers and Sisters, watch breathlessly,
praying tensely that when the melee
ends GFR will still be on the right
track and heading closer to home.
Meanwhile, off in the shadows, the
nonbelievers wait for the derailment
of Grand Funk, the group they always
claimed was no more than the hypepowered figment of Terry Knights’
imagination. While the boys may ar
gue that they are ready to keep rolling
under their own power, no one can
deny that the current clattering marks
the end of the line for the smoothest
express run to fame and fortune in
the chronicles of Pop.
Disaster on the tracks: It all began
one Wednesday night when the Grand
Funk Express was gearing up for the
first run over a stretch of track no
train had ever tested before. After
showing Mark, Don & Mel the com
pleted television footage of the group’s
Shea Stadium concert, Knight un
folded his plans to speed toward an
unprecedented five-day engagement at
New York’s massive Madison Square
Garden. The boys gave their consent
to the ambitious proposal, and the
next day Terry bridged the gap to the
Garden roundhouse with a signed
contract, then drove in the spike of a
ten thousand dollar deposit. But less
than two weeks had passed before
Knight got his first inkling that some
one was uncoupling the cars of the
Grand Funk Express in full motion.
That inkling came when Knight re
ceived a call from the Chase Manhat
tan Bank to tell him that a strange
gentleman had claimed the right to
empty the funds from GFR’s bulging
bank account. A call to Don Brewer
proved deceiving. The young drum
mer assured his worried engineer that
the suspicious stranger—Linda East
man’s brother John—was not dis
mantling the train, but merely provid
ing personal services to passengers
Farner, Schacher, and Brewer: plump
ing up legal pillows and adjusting
financial cushions while the engine
blithely steamed towards its destina
tion.
Grinding halt: But before two
weeks had passed, it became obvious
that the boys were busy pulling the
pins that coupled them to Knight's
locomotive and had aimed to swerve
off onto a spur of their own making.
Don Brewer called Madison Square
Garden to announce that there would
be no June concert. Eastman allegedly
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i
informed Chase Manhattan that Terry
Knight was (in the words of a Knight
press release) “unfit to hold office as
the President and Chief Operating Of
ficer of GFR Enterprises, Ltd. and
was .unfit to hold employment in his
chosen field.” And Mark Earner, Don
Brewer and Mel Schacher demanded
that the film of their Shea Stadium
concert and the name Grand Funk
Railroad be turned over to Eastman
... for good. Knight quickly armed
his lawyers with $60,000,000 in law
suits and sent them scrambling over
the roofs to halt the streamliner’s
destruction, then brought the whole
train to a grinding halt by suspending
his contract with the boys—a move
that could keep them from making
records indefinitely. Meanwhile, John
Eastman’s office fended off all ques
tions with a frigid “no comment.”
And Mark, Don and Mel dropped
quietly out of sight.
Put me on that train/And let me
ride, ride, ride. (Anonymous): The
miraculous journey started eight years
ago in the heart of Michigan, a land
of searing, unchanneled energy. White
hot, raw, festering with nowhere to
go, powerful scary vibes in the air
everywhere. And then there was Rock.

Not the kind you can hum and dance
to—no catchy melody, no lacy riffs,
no flowing harmonies. Just Rock re
duced to the thrashing, churning bass
of a primal, half-remembered juke
box. Terry Knight, the eager over
achiever who had attained his teen
age dreams and become a top Detroit
disk jockey at the age of twenty, went
to see a struggling, failing rock band
in Flint. Says Knight, “A disk jockey
had bet me that if I went to hear them
I would like them. I hated local bands
worse than anything in the world. But
I went to hear them, and I lost the
bet—I thought they were fantastic.
The next day I called a meeting with
them and asked if they’d like to join
forces in a new group . . . and from
that came Terry Knight and the
Pack.” Terry Knight and the Pack—
Mark Farner, Don Brewer, Terry
Knight, and two others—was the first
dim forerunner of the mighty Grand
Funk. But even then, Farner and
Brewer were quick to cut the cord
that bound them to the domineering
Mr. Knight. Says Terry, “We were
together for a little over two years.
Until the Pack decided that Knight
was getting too much of the spotlight
and too much of the take, and put up

A Rat's Nest Of Suspicions
he unscheduled stop on Grand
I Funk’s final voyage through a dy
ing world has accelerated the rumors
which have always trailed the group.
Several months ago, GFR announced
that they were withdrawing from live
performances for a year. Did their re
treat from the stage mark the begin
ning of hidden disagreements? Just
what did John Eastman whisper into
Mark, Don and Mel’s ears when he
allegedly seduced them away from
Terry Knight? The boys broke' their
links with Terry mere weeks before
their contract with him was due to
expire. What did they expect to gain
by pulling away so soon before the re
lationship they wanted to kill could
die a natural death? And just how
much did Knight know when a week
before the blow-up began, he told
Circus that Mark, Don & Mel might
well be Grand Funk’s last album?
One extreme theory holds that Knight
might have created the whole contro
versy as a way of getting maximum
mileage out of a group on its way
down. According to this suspicious hy
pothesis, the group’s attendance fig
ures had been falling off, and Knight
was busily devoting his attention to
an ambitious film venture; to many
untrusting souls, everything he does

is 99 and 44/100ths percent pure
hype, so why not this?
Whether you think of him as an
able con man or a genuinely talented
producer, you’ve got to admit that
Terry Knight’s some kind of genius.
There are few people in the record
industry who couple a sincere open
mind with a cleverly manipulative per
sonality, and join a shrewd business
head with an honest desire to please
those he calls “our People.” Sure it
makes for contradictions. But, so what
if Knight wants to tell one journalist
“I would really love to be your BRO
THER! Let’s talk, man, let’s commu
nicate,” while coolly admitting to an
other interviewer that “the media is
an incredible pet. You can train it to
roll over, sit up, and beg?” Sure he’s
kept himself in the spotlight that
Mark, Don and Mel have earned with
their hard-driving strokes, clicketyclack down the track. But without
Terry Knight, Grand Funk Railroad
might still be stalled on a siding some
where near Flint, Michigan.
Trouble ahead, trouble behind
And you know that notion
just crossed my mind.
—Hunter-Garcia

an ultimatum: ‘Either take it our way
or leave!’ And Knight left.”
The valley of starvation: The sep
aration helped no one. Terry Knight
roamed the Michigan coffee housed
with his guitar, playing his own tunes
to make a buck. And the Pack did no
better. “Don was writing me letters
from Cape Cod in the winter of
1968,” recalls Terry, “which were
literally begging me to help him be
cause he and Mark were starving.”
Knight was playing a Flint, Michi
gan, coffee house when Brewer and
Farner showed up. The pair was in
terested in pulling a new group to
gether, and Terry admitted he might
be interested in helping them out.
Don and Mark went off to hunt for
bass players, found Mel Schacher—
former stand-by bassist for Question
Mark and The Mysterians—then got
Knight to man the throttle of their
next great train to glory.
Minor rock star Terry Knight sensed
that Mark, Don and Mel could be
come the super-novas he had never
been. He did what any producer
would have done: worked them until
they were a smooth-running musical
unit, oiling the gears with good ad
vice and valuable recording experi
ence. “When I met Mark Farner,”
Terry explains, “he had his eyes closed
and his two feet planted on the floor
as though they had been nailed. We
started from the beginning and choreo
graphed him and taught him how to
move and how to throw his guitar
and tear off his vest.” Then there was
Mel Schacher’s bass. “It was too com
mon,” declared Knight, “too ordinary.
I wanted his bass to sound like no
other bass player in the world. Mel
and I worked for days to distort his
sound. We had a custom amplifier
made. And we finally built a sound
so penetrating you couldn’t ignore it.”
Svengali senses a jackpot: But it
was the sweaty-teen ager deep inside
of Terry Knight that was to make the
most invaluable contribution. Knight
sensed the group’s audience would
come from all those energized bodies
out there with nowhere to go. He hit
upon the Brothers and Sisters trip.
Mark, Mel and Don were to be just
plain folks, “three faces among the
countless who belong to the New Cul
ture.” The music was to act as a
social lubricant bathing the assembled
multitude in loud warmth, raising the
pitch of excitement of thousands of
bodies packed together to see three
of themselves up there in front of
thousands of packed excited bodies.
The first test runs of the new spee’dball were disasters, but they gave the
group a chance to see what turned an
audience off . . . and what turned it
on. Trial run number one was a free
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Terry Knight anjfJhe Pack: Mack
Don Brewer (second and third fro
were part of the Jazz Masters, ar'i

performance in Buffalo, New York
in March of 1969 under the roof of
an airport hangar. Says Knight, “It
was a dismal failure. The audience
was in such a state of disbelief that
we instantly began to change the act.”
Trial run number two was another
bitter lesson: “They were literally
booed on the stage." But, says Knight
with determination, “I tried not to
make the same mistake twice.”
Attacking the slopes of glory: The
new album—Mark, Don & Mel (dis
tributed by Capitol Records)—is like
a log of Grand Funk’s climb from the
valley of anonymity to the peak of
popularity, a chronicle of the songs
planted like landmarks by the side
of the track. When he felt ready to
roll, Knight carefully scheduled the
group he had named after Flint’s
Grand Trunk Western Railroad for
its first major stop at the Atlanta Pop
Festival on July Fourth, 1969. Sing
ing much of the material on their
first album, including Mark, Don &
Mel's opening number—the muchmaligned “Time
Machine"—GFR
scored an instant success. They were
off and running. Never settling for
milk runs, Knight kept Grand Funk
accelerating towards tougher grades,
careful never to speed ahead of their
audience. He slowly gave Mark Farner the go-ahead to inject some social
relevance into his material: Mark,
Don & Mel's “Inside Looking.Out”
and “Closer to Home” wer.e the result.
The group needed a rousing opening
for its concerts; “Are You Ready?”
(also on Mark, Don & Mel) was tap
ped by Knight to carry the freight.

Always tinkering with the parts which
made up Grand Funk’s roaring
sounds, Knight managed to keep them
finely tuned and humming, delivering
home six gold albums in the process.
Putting the critics in harness: But
music alone was not sufficient to pow
er the group along. Knight’s promo
tional talents added more coal to the
fire. When GFR received mediocre
reviews across the country, their man
ager gleefully emphasized their harsh
est critics, creating the welcome idea
that the boys were beleaguered under
dogs. When local radio stations would
not play Grand Funk’s records, Knight
saturated the airwaves with commer
cials for their albums. When no one
paid attention to the group in New
York, the media capitol of the nation,
their wizard-like promoter waved the
wand of $100,000 and rented the
biggest billboard in the universe to
proclaim Grand Funk’s existence. In
the next two years, he blitzed cities
everywhere from London to Tokyo
with billboards, bus posters, and fullpage ads to grease the wheels beneath
the onrushing Flint Limited. But now
those swiftly speeding wheels have
screeched to a dead halt.
Jay Gould’s daughter just before
she died/said there’s one more train
I'd like to ride. (Anonymous): In the
end. it all comes down to whether
Grand Funk can maintain their record breaking pace without Terry
Knight. If you look to the past, you
will find that Bloodrock, the last
group to break away from his guiding
hand, was never able to regain the

momentum that he had generated for
them. Does the same fate await
Grand Funk? Or will they continue
to move on down the line, perennially
popular. As Terry Knight once com
mented not so long ago in happier
times: “Remember that song ‘Rock
and Roll is Here to Stay'? When it
first came out, people thought of it as
a joke. But, no truer words have ever
been written. As long as Grand Funk
stays with hard rock, they'll be popu
lar. Rock & Roll is here to stay and
Grand Funk is Rock & Roll.”
•

DAVE EDMUNDS
He has developed a unique
formula for creating rock n* roll. Influenced

by the likes of Bill Haley, Fats Domino,

Gene Vincent and Jerry Lee Lewis, he starts
with the traditional or early rock n* roll
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sound and expands it into his own original
personal and contemporary expression. And

it works. Dave Edmunds is an innovator.

And beyond that he is a multi-talented
musician.

Listen closely to his new LP "ROCK PILE" and
the surprises it yields. (You’ll remember "I

Hear Yotf Knocking," of course.) What goes

down on this album really should not be*« V

missed.
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